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1. Public Education and Outreach 
 
Requirement:   


DelDOT shall implement a public education program to distribute educational materials to 
the community, or conduct equivalent outreach activities about the impacts of stormwater 
discharges on local water bodies and the steps that can be taken to reduce stormwater 
pollution.  In addition, DelDOT shall determine the appropriate best management practices 
(BMPs) and measurable goals for this minimum control measure. 
 


Performance/Measurable Goals: 


• We continued our door hanger campaign to residents in subdivisions where an illicit 
discharge or illegal dumping activity was discovered or reported as part of our 
outreach program to residents. The front side of the door hanger lists the date and type 
of pollutant found and what water body affected.  On the back, the door hanger 
describes stormwater pollution and guidelines to reduce pollution at the home or 
workplace (see Annual Report 2007, Volume 2 of 2, Figure 11- 3).  We distributed 50 
door hangers in 2009.  This program also helps meet the public education 
requirements of Part II.A.6. Illicit Discharges and Improper Disposal of the NPDES 
Permit. 


• DelDOT distributed several hundred activity booklets to schools and the general 
public that highlight stormwater pollution, the water cycle and watersheds. 


• DelDOT developed a stormwater website (www.deldot.gov/stormwater).  We 
continually update the “Hot Topics” section on the home page.   A “Report a Problem” 
link allows the public to email or call to report illegal discharges or dumping and 
stormwater maintenance problems.  According to Google Analytics, the site receives 
about 250 visits and 300-400 page views per month (Table 1-1).  


•  DelDOT executed an agreement with the Appoquinimink River Association (ARA) to 
lead and execute an education and outreach program to provide information to the 
public on ways to reduce nonpoint source pollution.  We are developing an 
educational/outreach campaign to reduce fertilizer application by changing watershed 
residents’ lawn care practices.  First, we will be targeting commercial lawn care 
companies recognizing them for environmentally friendly lawn care plans (e.g. soil 
tests, organic products, low or no nitrogen fertilizers, only fall applications, etc.).  In 
addition, we will be targeting individuals in housing developments to be 
demonstration lawns for various types of fertilizer applications and organic products.  
A second project we are working on is a pet waste campaign to reduce bacteria from 
pet waste.  Many watersheds are facing Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) 
regulations for bacteria and nutrients.  We will use DNREC’s dog license data base to 
target residents in the geographic region south of Middletown in New Castle County 
and send them a portable pet waste bag container called “Bags-on-Board.”  This 
product clips onto a leash and holds approximately 15 bags for pet waste clean-up.  An 
educational tip card will also accompany the container.  Approximately 5,000 “Bags-
on-Board” will also be distributed to veterinarian clinics, shelters, dog groomers, etc.  
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Additional work accomplished by the ARA is documented in their 2009 annual 
progress report (Appendix A). 


•  As part of the storm drain inventory and inspection in the Dover and 
Camden/Wyoming area of Kent County, KCI Technologies is continuing to label each 
inlet with a storm drain marker that carries a water quality message. 


• To assist teachers with stormwater and watershed education, we developed a 
“Teachers Packet” that consisted of stormwater/watershed videos, kid’s activity 
booklet, brochures, book mark, our “Delaware Nonpoint Source Educational Materials 
Survey” and “Delaware Nonpoint Source Public Events and Programs Survey” 
booklets and CD.  The free packets were mailed to 53 teachers who registered for the 
packets at our 2009 public events.  A number of these teachers contacted us to have 
additional educational materials sent to them for their classes. 


• We participated in and/or distributed educational materials including bookmarks, 
brochures, calendars and promotional give-a-ways, that carry a water quality message, 
at the following public events and conferences: 


− Delaware State Fair held in July 2009.  NPDES staff participated for 10 days 
and evenings;     


− The Delaware Rural Water Association Annual Conference, held in 
Harrington on February 24 – 25, 2009. 


 
• DelDOT teamed with Technology Students Association (TSA), and our staff served as 


judges in the April 2009 State Conference. 
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Table 1-1.  Monthly visit statistics in 2009 for DelDOT’s Stormwater Quality website 
(www.deldot.gov/stormwater).   
 
 


Month 
Visits 


(WebTrends)* 
Visits             


(Google Analytics)* Pageviews Unique Visitors 


January 1,274    


February 1,207    


March 1,389    


April 1,472    


May 1,760    


June 1,344    


July 1,956    


August 1,623    


September 1,677 193 339 151 


October     


November  250 432 196 


December  175 277 147 


 


* Note that in September, DelDOT switched from Webtrends to Google 
Analytics to evaluate website statistics.  The Google tool eliminates the 
“robots” that index the site for searches, which explains the apparent drop in 
views compared to the Webtrends totals.  Google Analytics more accurately 
reflects actual traffic to the website. 
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Program Summary and Projection 


The objective of the Delaware Department of Transportation NPDES Program is to 
reduce stormwater pollutants from the MS4 (municipal separate storm sewer system) to 
the maximum extent practicable.  This is accomplished through the implementation of a 
comprehensive stormwater pollution prevention and management program as contained 
in the NPDES Permit No. DE 0051144 effective July 1, 2003.   


The purpose of this review and update is to summarize activities for 2009 and provide a 
projection of work for calendar year 2010.  Table A summarizes the Minimum Control 
Measures, BMPs, Measurable Goals, and Status of Implementation for the entire permit 
term.  Work projections for 2010 are provided at the end of this section in Table B.  


2009 Program Summary 


Public Education and Outreach  


DelDOT’s public education program includes the following accomplishments for 
calendar year 2009: 


• Partnered with the Appoquinimink River Association for public education 
and outreach. 


• DelDOT is continuing the “Door hanger campaign,” begun in 2006, as an 
educational tool to neighborhoods where illicit disposal are reported. 


• DelDOT staff participated in the following public outreach events and 
distributed educational materials including bookmarks, brochures, calendars 
and promotional giveaways that carry a water quality message: 


o Delaware Rural Water Association – we exhibited our display board 
and graphics and touch screen stormwater slide show; 


o Technology Students Association – served as judges on environmental 
and engineering projects. 


o Delaware State Fair – we exhibited our display board and graphics and 
touch screen stormwater quiz. 


Public Involvement and Participation 


DelDOT makes opportunities for members of the public to participate in program 
development and implementation through: 


• Public participation in the DelDOT budget process. 


• The Adopt-a-Highway program, a volunteer program to reduce litter along 
state roadways. 


• DelDOT held its fifth annual “Imagine a Litter Free Delaware” cleanup day 
along roads, highways and community areas. 
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• DelDOT is continuing with its door hanger campaign to solicit public 
participation to report illegal dumping and “neighborhood watch.” 


 


Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination (IDDE)  


DelDOT completed inventory, inspection and dry-weather screening of all parts of 
the DelDOT owned stormwater conveyance system in the Phase II urbanized area in 
2007.  These data are incorporated into the existing comprehensive GIS database 
that enables users to view the entire stormwater system, corresponding inspection 
data and photographs. KCI Technologies and Century Engineering continue to 
expand the inventory and inspection program to the rest of Kent and Sussex 
Counties and to update new structures that are added to the system.   


DelDOT also continued its door hanger campaign to residents in subdivisions where 
an illicit discharge or illegal dumping activity was discovered or reported.  It solicits 
public participation to anonymously report illegal dumping and serves as a 
“neighborhood watch.”   


Construction Site Stormwater Runoff Control 


The Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control has delegated the 
authority to administer a sediment and stormwater program to DelDOT.  Satisfactory 
performance of the delegated responsibilities will be considered compliance with 
this component of the SWMP.  This delegation was renewed for another three years 
in 2009. 


Post-Construction Stormwater Management in Newly Developed Areas and in 
Redeveloped Areas 


The Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control has delegated the 
authority to administer a sediment and stormwater program to DelDOT.  Satisfactory 
performance of the delegated responsibilities will be considered compliance with 
this component of the SWMP.  This delegation was renewed for another three years 
in 2009. 


Pollution Prevention and Good Housekeeping  


DelDOT has developed and implemented an operation and maintenance program 
with a goal or preventing and/or reducing discharges of pollutants associated with 
our operations through implementation of the following: 


• Maintenance of the roadways and stormwater conveyance system. 


• Maintaining a 4:2:1 street sweeping frequency. 


• Continued to upgrade the existing snow removal fleet with ground speed 
spreader controls, plow balance valves and apply the techniques of anti-icing 
and pre-wetting in an effort to reduce overall salt usage during the winter 
season.  New trucks will be fully equipped with ground speed spreader 
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controls and plow balance valves.  To date, all DelDOT trucks are equipped 
with the latest snow fighting equipment. 


• Litter pickup by Department maintenance staff, prison crews, and the Adopt-
a-Highway Program, and an annual “Imagine a Litter Free Delaware” 
cleanup day. 


• Monitoring of stormwater outfalls at our maintenance yards per Pollution 
Prevention Plans. 


• Implemented a Stormwater Pollution Prevention Program (SWPPP) at all 
DelDOT maintenance facilities.  Quarterly wet and dry weather inspections 
are conducted at each yard. 


• Continue to implement Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasures 
(SPCC) plans for all maintenance yards. 


• Implemented new programs to reduce use of pesticides and fertilizers during 
roadside vegetation management.  These include completion of an IRVM 
Manual and completion of a guardrail inventory 


• Continuation of a pilot study on alternative vegetation management strategies 
for guardrails, changes in pesticide contract language, and improvements in 
staff training and record keeping. 


• Conducted employee training through: 


o Training videos on the SWPPP’s 
o Training videos on SPCC Plans 
o Maintenance bulletins posted at each maintenance facility. 


 


2010 Work Projection and Plan: 


Work projections for 2010 are provided at the end of this section in Table B (page xi). 







Table A.  Minimum Control Measures , BMPs, Measurable Goals, and Status of Implementation for DelDOT Phase II NPDES.


MCM #1:  Public Education and Outreach Program


BMP Measurable Goal Status of Implementation


A.  Citizen Outreach / 
Educational Materials Conduct citizen outreach using media and materials:


Educational bookmark Distribute 11,000 to 7th graders in public and private schools Completed 2005
Stormwater brochures Distribute at public events Annually since 2002


Kid's activity booklet
Distribute 9,000 booklets to 4th graders in public and private schools 
statewide


Annually since 2004, continuing 
through permit


Book cover Distribute 4,000 at public events and per teacher request Completed 2006
Restaurant placemat Distribute 7,500 placemats to 11 restaurants statewide Completed 2005
Public Service Announcement Air twenty 60-second PSA spots in spring on WSTW, 93.7 FM Completed Spring 2005


Bags-on-Board
Distribute 4,000 units, tipcard and follow-up survey to vet clinics, dog 
groomer, dog trainer, animal rescue Completed 2006


B.  Watershed Training 
Workshop


Present four 2 ½-hour watershed training course on basic watershed 
education and good-housekeeping measures to DelDOT and NCCo. 
employees Completed 2002


C.  Stormwater Web Page
Develop a website to educate the public on stormwater issues and good 
housekeeping measures; update as needed; track web-site visits 


Completed 2003, continuing through 
permit


D.  Storm Drain Marking
Install water quality message markers on the estimated 4,500 storm 
drains Completed June 2007
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Table A (cont.).  Minimum Control Measures , BMPs, Measurable Goals, and Status of Implementation for DelDOT Phase II NPDES.


E.  School Participation Engage public and private schools statewide in stormwater education


Statewide drawing contest
Coordinate “Clean Water Begins and Ends with You!”  drawing contest 
for K-12 graders


Annually since 2004; 1,500 
participants in 2008, continuing as 


budget permits


Technology Students Asso.
Judge TSA competition for middle and high school students statewide; 
students develop restaurant placemat and coloring book cover


Annually since 2003, continuing 
through permit


F.  Public Event 
Participation/Display


Develop display and interactive stormwater game for use at public 
events


Completed 2002, continuing through 
permit


G.  Promotional giveaways
Purchase items that display a water quality message for prizes and 
giveaways at public events


Annually since 2002, continuing 
through permit


H.  Local Group Interaction
Partner with local non-profit groups in the development of education 
materials and outreach manuals, pet waste campaign and user surveys


Completed 2005, continuing through 
permit


I.  Stormwater Video


Reprint "Protecing Our Water:  Who's Got the Power" video.  We will 
reprint the video into a DVD format and offer it as a teacher package at 
public events and watershed training for Tributary Action Team 
participants.   Completed September 2007


J.  Newspaper Advertisements
Submit newspaper advertisements to increase public awareness on the 
importance water quality related to stormwater.  Completed October 2008


K. Storm System Inventory 
Brochure Revise and distribute existing brochure for all residents in Phase II area Completed February 2008
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Table A (cont.).  Minimum Control Measures , BMPs, Measurable Goals, and Status of Implementation for DelDOT Phase II NPDES.


MCM #2:  Public Participation/Involvement


BMP Measurable Goal Status of Implementation


A.  Litter control programs


Adopt-a-Highway


DelDOT will continue the Adopt-a-Highway program and document all
participants and solicit new volunteers through newspaper ads and
DelDOT website. Continuous program since 2003


“Imagine a Litter Free 
Delaware” cleanup day.  


Statewide public event for clean up along roads, highways and 
community areas.  Annually since 2005


Anti-litter education program 


Education program for elementary students all across Delaware to 
educate kids about the harmful effects of littering and encourage 
participation in the Adopt-a-Highway program 2005-2006


B.  Public workshop – 
maintenance organizations


Hold two public workshops for Kent and Sussex County maintenance 
organizations on stormwater pond maintenance and the NPDES 
program and solicit public comment through a survey and comment form. Completed May 2007


C.  Development of stormwater 
and watershed 
presentation/survey for 
community groups Review and revise current watershed presentation.  Completed May 2008


D.  Door hanger campaign


Distribute door hangers to all subdivision residents where illegal dumping
was reported or discovered. Solicit public participation for future
reporting.  Annually since 2005


E.  Tributary Action Teams


Participate in TAT meetings of the Murderkill and St. Jones River 
watersheds to assist in the development of Pollution Control Strategies 
and to determine the effect of TMDL implementation on DelDOT 
projects.  


2002-2007; participate as new TATs 
are formed


F.  National Nonpoint Education 
for Municipal Officials (NEMO)


Serve on the Delaware NEMO steering committee and co-author a 
chapter on stormwater management.  2003-2006
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Table A (cont.).  Minimum Control Measures , BMPs, Measurable Goals, and Status of Implementation for DelDOT Phase II NPDES.


MCM #3:  Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination


BMP Measurable Goal Status of Implementation


A.  Storm Sewer System Map
Develop map showing location of all outfalls & names and 
location of all waters of the US receiving discharges from them


Database and viewer application
Develop storm sewer system system inventory and inspection database 
application and GIS mapping viewer application for Kent County. Completed 2003


Inventory and inspection
Complete initial inventory and inspection of all storm sewer system 
components in the permitted area, at a rate of 20% each year, Completed 2007


Database update
Update database at least annually to include inventory and initial 
inspection of all new system components in the permitted area Ongoing, annually 


Expand to rest of Kent & 
Sussex Counties


Expand inspection database and mapping to include all of Kent and 
Sussex Counties - target date for completion, 2011 Ongoing, begun in 2007


B.  Dry Weather Outfall 
Screening Screen 20% of known DelDOT outfalls in the permitted area per year Completed 2007


Conduct screening on new outfalls added to the system since the original
inventory. Ongoing, annually


C.  Public Reporting and 
Education


Publicize phone number for reporting illicit discharges or dumping into 
the storm sewer system through all education and outreach materials 
and in public workshops. Ongoing


Distribute educational door hangers to homes in all neighborhoods in 
which illicit dumping activities have been reported, found or suspected. Completed 2006, and ongoing


D. MOA with DNREC
Develop a new Memorandum of Agreement with DNREC to provide for 
enforcement actions in Kent and Sussex Counties. Not complete; Target completion 2009
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Table A (cont.).  Minimum Control Measures , BMPs, Measurable Goals, and Status of Implementation for DelDOT Phase II NPDES.


MCM #4 & #5:  Construction Site Runoff Control/Post Construction Stormwater Management


BMP Measurable Goal Status of Implementation


A.  Delegated Agency


DelDOT is a delegated agency to administer its own Sediment and 
Storm Water Management Program per Delaware's Sediment and 
Stormwater Regulations.  Review delegation every 3-years. Annually since 1991


B.  Operations and Maintenance 
of BMPs Annually inspect stormwater BMPs statewide. Annually since 2001


C. BMP maintenance contract
Maintain stormwater ponds in need of major repairs that are functioning 
below design standard for quantity and quality. Annually as budget allows.
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Table A (cont.).  Minimum Control Measures , BMPs, Measurable Goals, and Status of Implementation for DelDOT Phase II NPDES.


MCM #6:  Pollution Prevention/Good Housekeeping for Municipal Operations


BMP Measurable Goal Status of Implementation


A.  Litter Control Programs


Adopt-a-Highway


DelDOT will continue the Adopt-a-Highway program and document all
participants and solicit new volunteers through newspaper ads and
DelDOT website. Continuous program since 2003


“Imagine a Litter Free Delaware”
DelDOT will continue the program and solicit new volunteers through
newspaper ads and DelDOT website Annually since 2005


Inmate Crew
DelDOT will continue to utilize the inmate crew to assist current staff 
levels to reduce the floatables entering the storm sewer system. Continuous program since 2002


B.  Storm Water Pollution 
Prevention Plans DelDOT developed SWPPPs at all maintenance facilities. Completed 2004


   Quarterly Inspections
DelDOT staff will complete a Dry and Wet Weather inspection each 
quarter. Quarterly since 2004


Purchase spill kits
The NPDES Section purchased wall mount spill kits for placement in 
vehicle shop buildings.  Completed 2003


Security Fence
As part of the SWPPPs, DelDOT enclosed all maintenance facilities with 
security fences and gates. Completed 2005


C.  Statewide Vehicle Wash 
Water Practices for DelDOT 
Maintenance Yards


Treat all wash water through a treatment train prior to leaving the site.
Report completed July 2005


Central District Headquarters
Catch basin inserts were installed and water is treated through a 
oil/water separator. Completed 2005


 Magnolia Yard
A detention pond was designed and constructed, and catch basin inserts 
were installed. Completed 2006


D.  Statewide Salt Best 
Management Practices for 
DelDOT Maintenance Yards


DelDOT developed a report that documents operational practices and 
strategies for salt delivery, stockpiling, and mixing. Completed 2004


Construct salt barns DelDOT constructed 3 salt barns Completed 2005


E.  Spill Prevention and 
Response


Spill Kits for Vehicles DelDOT to purchase 450 vehicle spill kits for use on the roadway Completed 2007
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Table A (cont.).  Minimum Control Measures , BMPs, Measurable Goals, and Status of Implementation for DelDOT Phase II NPDES.


Spill Prevention, Control and 
Countermeasures Plans 
(SPCC)


DelDOT developed a SPCC plan for each maintenance facility.  These 
plans include proper procedures for spill response Completed 2007


F.  Retrofits


St. Jones Watershed Assessment


Partner with DNREC and their consultant to complete a comprehensive 
watershed assessment of the St. Jones.  This assessment will give the 
Department locations for retrofits of the stormwater system. Completed 2008


BMP Analysis
DelDOT, through our consultant, will perform a detailed inspection of our 
BMPs to determine any that are in need of a retrofit.


Completed 2007, ongoing annual 
inpsections


G.  Stormwater Conveyance 
System


DelDOT will manage a program to ensure the stormwater conveyance 
system is properly maintained and operating.  


Drainage Maintenance DelDOT will maintain the system when notified of an issue. Continuous Program since 2001
Storm System Inventory and 
Inspection


DelDOT will perform a detailed inventory and inspection of the MS4 
system. Completed 2007


Inspection and Preventative 
Maintenance Program


DelDOT will determine the appropriate re-inspection schedule for the 
stormwater system Completed 2007
DelDOT will begin the re-inspection program Began 2009, ongoing


H.  Sweeping Program
DelDOT upgraded the sweeping program to a full time operation with the 
addition of new sweepers.


Completed 2002, continuing through 
permit


I. Training
Develop a training program for DelDOT staff to educate staff on ways to 
prevent and reduce storm water pollution from their daily activities.


PPP training videos


Develop 3 videos entitled (1) Facility and Vehicle Maintenance, (2) 
Stormwater Contamination and Spill Prevention, (3) Vegetative Control 
and Pollution Prevention on Public Roads.


Completed 2003, continuing training 
through permit


Maintenance Bulletins
Develop informative bulletins for District staff to educate them on 
stormwater management and pollution prevention BMPs Continuous Program since 2003


Spill Prevention and Response 
Videos


DelDOT to develop and use three training videos on Spill Prevention and 
response.


Completed 2007, continuing training 
through permit
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Table B.  Projection of Work to be performed during Calendar Year 2010. 


 


 Public Education and Outreach 


• Participate and distribute education materials at outreach events: Delaware 
Rural Water Association Conference, Dover Greenfest and the Delaware 
State Fair. 


• Place storm drain markers, carrying a water quality message, on DelDOT 
owned inlets. 


• Update web site as necessary and make available all outreach material and 
training presentations.  


• Distribute pet waste dispensers to licensed dog owners, veterinary clinics 
and shelters. 


• Network and coordinate educational efforts with other state and local 
organizations through participation in the newly formed Delaware 
Association for Environmental Education. 


 


 Public Involvement and Participation 


• Recruit new volunteers for Adopt-a-Highway. 


• Solicit public participation for reporting illegal dumping through 
DelDOT’s door hanger campaign. 


• “Imagine a Litter Free Delaware” cleanup day. 


• Develop an educational/outreach campaign to reduce fertilizer application: 
Phase I, commercial lawn care companies; Phase II, home owners. 


 


 Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination 


• Continue inventory and inspection of outfalls and drainage structures in 
Kent and Sussex Counties.   


• Inspect all stormwater ponds and BMPs in Kent and Sussex Counties; add 
collected data to the existing inventory database.  


• Identify, track to source and eliminate any illicit connections/pollutants 
entering the MS4.  


• Continue door hanger campaign to residents where illegal 
discharges/dumping has occurred. 
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 Construction Site Stormwater Runoff Control 


• Delegation of the sediment and stormwater program is granted through the 
year 2012.  DelDOT will comply with all state requirements. 


• Continue to seek improvements in contractor compliance. 


• Plan for future implementation of effluent turbidity monitoring and other 
effluent limit guidelines that will be incorporated into the 2011 update of 
the NPDES General Permit. 


 


 Post-Construction Stormwater Management in Newly Developed Areas and 
in Redeveloped Areas 


• Delegation of the sediment and stormwater program is granted through the 
year 2012.  DelDOT will comply with all state requirements. 


 


Pollution Prevention and Good Housekeeping 


• Update the Pollution Prevention Plans for DelDOT maintenance facilities. 


• Continue requiring maintenance staff to view pollution prevention and 
spill prevention training videos annually. 


• Continue to develop and distribute Stormwater Pollution Prevention 
Bulletins to each maintenance yard statewide on a quarterly basis. 


• Continue 4:2:1 sweeping frequency.  Conduct a pilot test of GPS units on 
sweepers as a means of tracking and confirming coverage.  


• Continue implementation of the “Statewide Vehicle Wash Water Practices 
for DelDOT Maintenance Yards” retrofits.   


• Complete Harrington Maintenance Yard retrofit. 


• Continue implementation of the Integrated Roadside Vegetation 
Management (IRVM) manual developed in 2009. 


• Continue to update the statewide guardrail inventory, as needed. 


• Begin to use data from the guardrail inventory to develop a strategy for 
continued reduction of pesticide use.   


• Continue the guardrail vegetation management study initiated in 2008. 
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6.  Pollution Prevention and Good Housekeeping 
 
Requirement:   


DelDOT shall develop and implement an operation and maintenance program with a goal of 
preventing and/or reducing discharges of pollutants associated with our operations as 
described in the Application page 13, Permit page 10, Part II.A.6. 


 
Performance:    


DelDOT staff and contractors continue to implement the practices set forth in Section 110 of 
the Standard Specifications for Erosion, Sediment Control and Water Pollution, modified in 
2007.  This Section addresses practices to control stormwater runoff from soil disturbance 
activities, spill prevention, material management and good housekeeping practices.  Details 
may be found in Section 4 of this report (Construction Site Stormwater Runoff Control). 


A. Road Repair and Maintenance 


There are various ways in which the Department maintains the roadways that help reduce 
the discharge of pollutants.  Routine maintenance and improvements reduce the pollutants 
coming from the roadway in several ways.  The patching of potholes and sealing of cracks 
reduces the amount of pavement that will break away and be transported into the nearest 
waterway.  Repairing potholes also decreases the wear and tear on vehicles, thus reducing 
the fluids, miscellaneous sediments, and tire particles that could be dislodged from vehicles.  
Money for roadway maintenance activities is programmed into the District’s Maintenance 
funds. 


DelDOT has a Standard Operating Procedure developed for responding and managing spills 
on the roadways classified as Category E, Type E-1 incidents (Traffic Hazards, Fuel, Oil or 
other HAZMAT spills on or near the roadway).  Most DelDOT vehicles have been equipped 
with spill kits in the event of an accidental spill or as a first responder to a vehicle accident; 
employees have been trained on spill response and protection of water quality.   


All road projects are required to follow the Delaware Sediment and Stormwater 
Regulations.  Projects designated as minor, medium or major shall have an approved 
sediment and stormwater management plan.  Medium and major projects must also have a 
site reviewer who is a Certified Construction Reviewer (CCR). 


B. Sweeping Program 


DelDOT’s sweeping program reduces pollutants by maintaining the cleanliness of the 
roadway.  The street sweeping program includes the roadways, shoulder, intersections, and 
toll plaza lanes on primary, secondary and tertiary roads.  The roadways are swept on the 
following cycle: roads with ADT (Average Daily Traffic) greater than 20,000 are swept 4 
times a year, roads with ADT between 5,000 and 20,000 are swept 2 times a year and roads 
with ADT less than 5,000 are swept once a year.  


DelDOT currently has 31 sweepers in its fleet statewide.  Eleven of the vehicles operate in 
Kent and Sussex Counties.  No new sweepers were added to the fleet in 2009. 
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C. Litter Program  


DelDOT’s Litter Program reduces the discharge of floatables to the MS4.   DelDOT’s 
maintenance staff and prison crews help reduce the discharge of floatables to the MS4 
through routine pick up of trash and debris from the roadways and medians and right-of-
way.   DelDOT staff is also responsible for removal of dead animals and clean up of illegal 
dump sites from the roadside.  In 2009 crews picked up 66,814 bags of trash from Delaware 
highways.  DelDOT staff is also responsible for removal of dead animals and clean up of 
illegal dump sites from the roadside.   Additional litter control programs are described 
below. 


Adopt-a-Highway  


Adopt-a-Highway is a cooperative program between DelDOT’s Division of Public 
Relations and volunteers to reduce litter along State roadways and subsequent discharge 
to waters of the State.  This program supplements effort by DelDOT’s maintenance 
forces to control litter.  The volunteer groups are required to collect litter a minimum of 
twice per year and submit activity reports following each cleanup for inclusion in the 
program.  Each group maintains approximately two miles of roadway.  DelDOT 
maintains an Adopt-a-Highway website (www.deldot.gov) and submits press releases to 
solicit volunteers.  In 2009 there were 242 volunteer groups in Kent County and 327 in 
Sussex County maintaining approximately 1,138 lane miles. In 2009 Adopt-a-Highway 
crews picked up 6,170 bags of trash from Delaware highways.     


Anti-Litter Campaign 


The Division of Motor Vehicle offices offered free car litter bags to all motorists.  
DelDOT is also bringing the anti-litter message to young people by partnering with 
school districts.  Another partnership with the Department of Natural Resources and 
Environmental Control resulted in the fines to at least four persons who littered along a 
DelDOT roadway.   


Roadside Clean-up 


DelDOT held its fifth annual “Imagine a Litter Free Delaware” cleanup day along roads, 
highways and community areas in September 2009.   


D. Snow and Ice Program 


Effective salt management practices can help reduce the amount of road salt that enters the 
environment.  This translates into savings for DelDOT, protection against liability, and 
minimization of impacts of salt on our environment.  DelDOT has many practices in place, 
both for the roadway and all maintenance facilities.      


DelDOT continues to follow the salt management practices established by the “Statewide 
Salt Best Management Practices for DelDOT Maintenance Yards” plan developed in 2004.  
All salt stored at the maintenance facilities is stored under roof.  Only during loading and 
unloading does the potential exist for salt to enter the stormwater system.  Standard 
procedures call for DelDOT maintenance staff to clean up loading areas as soon as 
practicable after a storm event.  Compliance with these procedures is ensured through 
annual inspections. 
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Salt application rates to roadways can vary depending on storm conditions, but the goal is 
100 to 400 pounds of salt per lane mile, as recommended by AASHTO.  The rate is 
achieved by calibrating the equipment annually and sending maintenance personnel to a 
one-day seminar provided by The Salt Institute.  The seminar instructs on proper salt 
application procedures and quantities, balanced with safety and environmental 
considerations. 


DelDOT has developed and continues to implement advanced snow fighting practices.  
These include ground speed spreader controls, anti-icing, pre-wetting, and plow balance 
valves.  These advanced techniques in snow and ice removal help DelDOT meet its goal of 
improved service to customers, reduced impact to infrastructure, and conservation of salt.  
This also helps meet the goals of the NPDES Program by reducing the impact on the 
environment in the following ways:   


• Ground speed spreader controls provide accurate control of material application.   


• Anti-icing is the application of liquid deicers (salt brine) to road surfaces prior to a 
precipitation event to prevent the formation or development of bonded snow and 
ice.  The Department presently has eleven brine units of 1300-gallon capacity and 
six units of 1800-gallon capacity that slide into the bed of a dump truck.  We have 
also acquired four 5000-gallon tanker trailers equipped with spraying capabilities 
to be pulled by the Departments current fleet of truck tractors.     


• Pre-wetting adds moisture to salt to “jump start” the melting action of the salt and 
causes the salt to stick to the road and prevent scatter or bouncing.   


• Plow balance valves decrease the amount of weight that the plow cutting edge 
bears on the road surface, decreasing damage to the road surface. 


E. Stormwater Conveyance Systems   


Maintenance of the stormwater conveyance system ensures proper functioning of the 
stormwater system and BMPs and thereby reduces the pollutants that are carried to nearby 
waterways.  Money for this is programmed into the Districts’ Maintenance funds.  The MS4 
and BMP inspections performed for DelDOT by KCI Technologies and Century 
Engineering continually generate and prioritize maintenance work orders. 


This maintenance work includes three components: 


• Open system drainage – General work to control erosion, as well as cleaning and 
reshaping of ditches.  Stabilization of ditches reduces the amount of sediment that 
enters the local stream and waterways. 


• Closed system drainage - Work performed on the components themselves, 
including general maintenance or replacement.  This includes tasks such as 
drainage pipe repair, catch basin/manhole repair and maintenance, and general 
maintenance on stormwater detention ponds. 


• Ponding problems - Draining water off the roadways.  This is usually the result of 
calls from citizens after a rain event.   
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F. Roadside Vegetation Management 


All herbicide applications that are applied to DelDOT rights-of-way by contract applicators 
are reviewed prior to the award to the lowest bidder to insure that selected herbicides are 
labeled for the intended use, and that when feasible, a herbicide is selected that can be 
applied at a low-use rate.  This review frequently reduces the total load of herbicide applied 
to DelDOT’s rights-of-way.  


DelDOT does not routinely fertilize its roadsides.  The only nutrients applied to DelDOT’s 
rights-of-way come as a result of leaving grass clippings on the ground after mowing.  
Degradation of this vegetative material results in the slow release of organic constituents, 
which are mineralized to plant nutrients by microorganisms and made available to turf 
grasses.  This natural process results in minimal leaching of nutrients.  Also this practice 
results in minimal surface runoff of nutrients from ground with a slope of 3 horizontal to 1 
vertical or less.    


Fertilizers are used in establishing turf grasses from seed on freshly prepared bareground.  
This is generally done under contract with a firm using a hydroseeder.  DelDOT’s 
specifications require that 50% of the nitrogen product be a slow release form of 
ureaformaldehyde. The amount of nitrogen applied is 78 kg/ha.  Phosphorous pentoxide is 
applied at 47 kg/ha of available P that is the sum of water soluble and citrate-soluble 
phosphate.  Potassium oxide is applied at 31kg/ha of water soluble potash.  In all cases areas 
that are seeded are covered with a recommended mulch.   


Pesticides applied on DelDOT’s rights-of-way are done according to label recommendations 
that are on the product and filed with EPA at the time of product registration.  Pesticides 
applied on DelDOT’s rights-of-way are done by contractors that are certified Delaware 
pesticide applicators.  DelDOT employees that apply pesticides to DelDOT’s rights-of-way 
are certified Delaware pesticide applicators or work under the supervision of a DelDOT 
employee that is a certified Delaware pesticide applicator.  Typically, the only pesticides 
applied by DelDOT fall under the category of herbicides.  DelDOT, however, may use other 
pesticides such as insecticides under certain circumstances. 


DelDOT employees take required training courses that serve as credit toward renewal of 
their Delaware pesticide applicators license. Roadside Environmental Specialists attend 
conferences and working sessions on pest control technologies that are open to all DOT 
employees.  Opportunities to use reduced amount of pesticides by using new low rate 
pesticides, adjuvants or surfactants that can enhance efficacy of pesticides and thus reduce 
rate, or alternatives to chemicals that are cost effective and efficacious are often topics of 
various sessions these specialists attend. 


 We began implementing several programmatic initiatives as part of the NPDES pesticide 
reduction strategy: 


• Guardrail Inventory – DelDOT has the responsibility of maintaining a 4’ clear 
zone around the guardrail for both public safety and structural integrity via 
mowing, hand trimming and herbicides.  We executed an agreement with Wallace 
Montgomery & Associates, LLP in May 2008 to inventory all guardrails statewide.  
The project was completed in June 2009 and inventoried 310 guardrail miles.  
Attributes collected included material under guardrail, guardrail type, surrounding 
environmental features and identification of sensitive/no spray zones.  We will 
monitor new construction contracts that modify or add new guardrail sections.  
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When we reach a mileage threshold, we will develop a new task order for 
consultant services to inventory.  The inventory and attributes collected will be 
used in development of a pesticide reduction strategy to limit the use of herbicides, 
particularly around environmental sensitive areas (e.g. streams, wetlands, drinking 
supply, etc.).       


• Guardrail Vegetation Management pilot study – DelDOT and the University of 
Delaware developed a controlled research study to test the effectiveness of 
treatment types under guardrail for weed control.  Two types of weed block 
material, asphalt, low-grow fescue and natural growth with periodic trimming will 
be monitored against a control.  The results of this study will determine if these 
materials are effective at reducing herbicide application and can be used in specific 
locations such as environmental sensitive areas and drinking water supply 
reservoirs.  The study will continue at least through 2010.     


• “Establishment and Maintenance” manual – DelDOT contracted with The 
University of Delaware to develop an “Establishment and Management” manual to 
manage vegetation along Delaware’s highways.  One goal of the manual is 
developing pesticide reductions strategies that follow Integrated Roadside 
Vegetation Management (IRVM) objectives.  The manual was completed in March 
2009.  A copy of the E&M manual can be viewed on our website at:  
http://deldot.gov/information/pubs_forms/manuals/edh/index_em.shtml. 
University of Delaware extension service staff conducted two training workshops 
on the E&M manual for District staff statewide.     


• Contract language – Since DelDOT outsources most of the herbicide spraying, 
DelDOT has strengthened its herbicide contract language to reduce the 
environmental impact of herbicide treatment.  We now require contractors to: 


a. Use an EPA-approved drift control agent as part of the mix  


b. Use only formulations of glyphosate with a full aquatic label. 


c. Be aware of the locations of “Sensitive” or “No spray” zones and avoid 
applications within the limits of these areas.  These zones will be 
identified through the guardrail inventory and made available to the 
contractor. 


• Training – In addition to the required training for pesticide license renewal, 
DelDOT holds periodic training to further educate staff.  In April 2009, 5 DelDOT 
staff attended an “Invasive Species and Vegetation Management” webinar.   


• Record keeping and pesticide usage – Contractors and DelDOT applicators are 
required to submit records of spraying activities to DelDOT’s Environmental 
Roadside Section. The NPDES Program has begun tracking herbicide quantities to 
establish baseline herbicide usage.  By tracking herbicide quantities we will be 
able to identify the cause of spikes or declines in usage and use the data to assess 
pesticide reduction programs we have implemented.        
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G. Spill Prevention and Response on Roadways 


DelDOT’s Transportation Management Center (TMC) coordinates operations and shares 
information among its own personnel as well as various other transportation and public 
safety-related agencies, serving as the transportation interface among all such agencies in 
the state.  They operate 24-hours per day/7 days per week.  The TMC serves as the central 
communication point for DelDOT during major incidents, special events, and emergencies, 
and coordinates transportation management activities with other agencies.  The TMC has 
special instrumentation that has been used to develop incident management capability.   


The type of incident detected or called in has a direct effect on the notification process and 
steps that must be taken in order to be able to respond, assist, and document the incident in 
an expeditious manner.  Incidents have been classified into one of seven categories, and then 
into sub-categories that further specify the type of incident that has occurred.  These 
categories are listed below: 


Category A: Accidents (Emergency) 
Category B: Vehicle Fire (Emergency) 
Category C: Disable Vehicles (Emergency) 
Category D: Police Activity (Emergency) 
Category E: Traffic Hazards (Emergency) 
Category F: Roadway and Signal Operations (Traffic) 
Category G: Delay or Congestion (Traffic)  


In June 2001, the TMC developed a manual of Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) that 
acts as a guideline for handling incidents and systems problems; as a training tool/resource 
for new employees and as a reference guide for the operations staff.  Category E: Traffic 
Hazards (Emergency), of the SOP describes the notification and documentation procedure 
involving fuel, oil or other HAZMAT spills on or near the roadway.     


In the event of a spill such as fuel, oil, or HAZ-MAT, the TMC is required to notify the 
respective police agency since they are responsible for arranging for the particular traffic 
hazard to be removed.  Generally, the police will contact the following agencies:  Fire 
Board, DNREC (Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control), tow 
company, and all other agencies that are required to attend such incidents.  


In the event of a non-hazardous materials spill DelDOT mobilizes, responds and directs the 
clean up effort to prevent the material from entering the storm drain system or receiving 
waters.  If the spill is of questionable material, DelDOT uses procedures as describe for 
HAZ-MAT spills. Most DelDOT maintenance vehicles have been supplied with spill kits, 
and maintenance staff are regularly trained on their use. 


In addition to the TMC’s Standard Operating Procedures, the NPDES Program has 
completed the Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasures Plans for DelDOT facilities 
that met the above ground storage tank minimums.  These are described in section H below. 


H. Pollution Prevention at the Maintenance Facilities 


Pollution Prevention Plans 


DelDOT’s NPDES Program continues to manage a Stormwater Pollution Prevention 
Program (SWPPP) at each of the 16 DelDOT maintenance facilities.  Development, 
implementation, and maintenance of the SWPPP provides the maintenance yards with 
tools to reduce pollutants contained in stormwater discharges and comply with the 
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requirements of Delaware’s “Regulations Governing Storm Water Discharges 
Associated with Industrial Activity.”  The program includes a written plan, timeline for 
plan implementation, inspection schedules, training and monitoring requirements, and 
proper storage and housekeeping measures.  Each SWPPP has a pollution prevention 
team with designated responsibilities to carry out the plan.   


Facility Inspections 


Team members of the Pollution Prevention Plans for each maintenance yard are required 
to conduct quarterly inspections during dry and wet weather events to look for evidence 
of stormwater contamination.  The inspection reports are submitted to the DelDOT 
NPDES Program and also filed with the SWPPP binders at each facility.  Quarterly 
inspections continued during the 2009 calendar year.  At least once per year, a member 
of the DelDOT NPDES Program staff also conducts a full inspection of each yard. 


Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasures (SPCC) 


DelDOT hired BrightFields, Inc. to assist the Department in complying with EPA’s Oil 
Pollution Prevention regulations (40 CFR 112) contained within the Clean Water Act.  
An SPCC Plan discusses how the maintenance facility conforms to oil spill prevention 
and containment procedures.  Each SPCC Plan is unique to the facility.  BrightFields, 
completed a full investigation and developed site-specific plans for maintenance 
facilities that met the above ground storage minimums requiring a SPCC plan.  All plans 
were completed and distributed in 2007.  Because of the addition of new above ground 
storage tanks at Harrington and Cheswold maintenance facilities, Brightfields recently 
also prepared SPCC plans for these areas, and they were implemented in 2008.  


Training 


In 2007, the NPDES Program executed an agreement with the Center for Safety & 
Emergency Response Training (CSERT) to develop three training videos for our 
maintenance staff.  Videos were completed and delivered to each maintenance facility. 
The videos are used to train DelDOT personnel annually on: 


– The regulatory requirements of the Spill Prevention Control and 
Countermeasures (SPCC) plans developed for each maintenance yard 


– Spill response and emergency procedures  
– The proper procedures for responding to facility and non-facility (roadway) 


based emergency events.   


The training videos on Facility and Vehicle Maintenance, Stormwater Contamination 
and Spill Prevention, and Vegetation Control and Pollution Prevention on Public Roads 
and Highways, developed by CSERT in 2003, also continue to be used to train DelDOT 
personnel and new hires.     


Monitoring 


The Pollution Prevention Plans currently require wet weather stormwater monitoring at 
four maintenance facilities.  These facilities were chosen as representative of the 16 
facilities located throughout the state.  The four yards are: Kiamensi, Bear, Cheswold, 
and Harrington.  As noted in our 2008 Annual Report, the pond at Georgetown yard was 
removed that year from the monitoring requirement. 


Monitoring was conducted during 2009 at each of the other four pond outfalls.  
Sampling techniques were performed in accordance with the Environmental Protection 
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Agency (EPA) Stormwater Sampling Guidance Document, EPA 833-B-92-001 (July 
1992).  Semi-annual samples were collected once in each of the following six-month 
periods: January through June, and July through December.   


The wet weather monitoring protocol includes 72 hours of antecedently dry conditions, 
minimum predicted rainfall depth of 0.10 inches, and two full days of standard 
maintenance yard operations since the last rainfall event.  A first flush sample was 
collected within 30 minutes from the first noticeable flow, and delivered to the 
laboratory for analysis of total suspended solids, surfactants, chloride, pH, and total 
petroleum hydrocarbons: gasoline and diesel range organics.  Measurements of flow, air 
temperature, water temperature, pH and turbidity were recorded on-site at the time of 
sample collection. 


Table 6-1 displays the first flush concentrations measured during 2009 for all parameters 
at each of the four sites.   


The total suspended solids (TSS) levels measured in the September 2009 samples 
collected at Cheswold yard (171 mg/L) and Harrington yard (161 mg/L) exceeded the 
benchmark value of 100 mg/L.  Operations at both yards were investigated shortly after 
the test results were received in order to determine the source(s) of the excess sediment 
discharges.  At Cheswold, the excess sediment load was attributed to intensive ditch 
cleaning activities that took place during that week.  Higher than normal amounts of 
mud were washed from dump trucks at the yard.  The yard crews cleaned up as much of 
the sediment from the wash pad as possible before it entered the pond.  An inspection of 
the yard by NPDES staff in October also noted repairs that were needed in the wash 
pad’s sediment screen and the swale into which it discharges.  No explanation for the 
high TSS level at Bear yard could be found.  TSS levels measured at that both sites later 
in January 2010 were well below the benchmark.   


Vehicle Wash Water Plan 


In July of 2005, DelDOT submitted a report entitled Statewide Vehicle Wash Water 
Practices for DelDOT Maintenance Yards to DNREC (see Annual Report 2005).  This 
report outlined the Department’s proposal for treating vehicle wash water on-site at our 
sixteen (16) maintenance facilities.  Our goal was to develop options to treat vehicle 
wash water and stormwater to acceptable levels before it exits our site and enters 
receiving waters.  To meet this objective we developed a stormwater “treatment train” at 
each maintenance facility.  This method incorporates multiple Best Management 
Practices (BMPs) to treat wash water to the maximum extent practicable.  In several 
cases, existing practices, together with proposed policy changes and employee training, 
were sufficient to treat the vehicle wash water.  In other cases, there is a need to design 
and construct retrofits at the facilities.   


In the 2008 Annual Report we detailed the two Maintenance Yard stormwater retrofits 
that had been completed.  One was at the Bear Maintenance Yard and the other was at 
the Cheswold Maintenance Yard.  In 2009 construction was completed at our 
Middletown Maintenance Yard and the Retrofit Design for our Harrington Maintenance 
Yard was completed with construction scheduled to begin in Spring 2010.  
Improvements include replacing the existing dry pond with a wet pond including a 
forebay, creating bioswales and a concrete wash pad with sediment screen.  
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The Middletown Maintenance Yard Retrofit was completed in September 2009. A 
vehicle wash pad with a sediment screen was constructed. The runoff from the wash pad 
drains to a forebay which in turn drains to a bioretention area.  Prior to leaving the site, 
the water from the bioretention area flows into the wet pond.  (The existing Dry pond 
was converted to a wet pond to provide added water quality benefits.)  In addition to the 
vehicle wash area, a 350 foot long bioswale with a seven foot wide flat bottom was 
constructed downstream of the stockpile storage area in order to capture sediment and 
other pollutants.  


The Talley Maintenance Yard Improvements Project also was completed in December 
2009. The objective of this project was to improve operational effectiveness at the 
facility.  Facility upgrades included replacing the existing salt barn, upgrading the 
fueling stations, installing 3 truck shed buildings which will house 29 trucks, building a 
new crew operations building and a concrete wash pad equipped with a Baysaver for 
treating the wash water. 


I. Employee Training Program 


The following is a list of training workshops and conferences attended by DelDOT staff and 
training material produced in calendar year 2009: 


• All maintenance staff is required to view the following videos as part of Pollution 
Prevention Plans:  Stormwater Contamination & Spill Prevention, Vegetative 
Control & Pollution Prevention, and Facility & Vehicle Maintenance.  


• All maintenance staff is required to view videos as part of the Spill Prevention 
Control and Countermeasures Plans.  The three topics include:  SPCC regulatory 
requirements, spill response and emergency procedures and roadside events. 


• NPDES staff are members of the Nonpoint Source Advisory Committee and attend 
the annual workshop. 


• Stormwater design workshop:  DOTS stormwater section gave presentation to 
DelDOT designers regarding their requirements under the Inland Bays PCS and 
pending NPDES requirements regarding TMDL’s. 


• Establishment & Management Manual training – The Establishment and 
Management Manual is primarily designed as a tool for DelDOT roadside 
vegetation managers and agents employed by DelDOT.  A training workshop 
March 17 and 18 for 55 employees.  The focus of the manual is to put into place 
procedures and processes that are cost efficient, will ease maintenance, and be 
attractive for the travelers on the State’s highways.  


• Webcasts viewed by NPDES staff:  


o Webcast:  April 29, 2009 – Invasive Species and Vegetation 
Management webinar; 5 DelDOT employees. 


o EPA webcast: September 10, 2009 – “Introduction to water quality 
standards” webcast - Webcast highlighted the three major components of 
state and tribal water quality standards e.g., designated uses, water quality 
criteria, antidegradation. 
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o EPA Webcast: September 30, 2009 – Illicit Discharge Detection and 
Elimination IDDE 301 - Finding and Fixing Illicit Discharges and 
Connections. 


• ArcGIS training August 11-12, 2009; DelDOT’s NPDES Program Manager and 
Environmental Scientist.  


• The Roadside Environmental Section staff attended various courses and workshops 
for re-certification, pesticide credits, and ISA (International Society of 
Arboriculture) credits including: 


o DE Horticulture Industry Expo and Annual Pesticide Conference, Dover, 
January 2009. 


o Summer Turf Expo, August 2009. 


o 2009 Delaware Ornamental & Turf Workshop, November 2009. 
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Table 6-1.  2009 wet weather monitoring results from DelDOT maintenance facility BMP outfalls.  The 


samples were collected once in each of the following six-month periods: January through 


June, and July through December.  All results are reported in mg/L. 


 


 


PARAMETER 
KIAMENSI BEAR CHESWOLD HARRINGTON 


04/03/09 08/28/09 04/03/09 08/28/09 04/03/11 09/11/09 04/03/09 09/11/09 


Total  
Suspended Solids 


28 7 51 8 33 171* 21 161* 


Surfactants, MBAs 0.23 0.28 0.25 0.18 0.25 0.15 0.20 0.22 


Chloride 977.0 713.0 965.0 28.5 603.0 50.5 644.0 51.0 


TPH-Gasoline Range 
Organics 


<0.05 <0.05 <0.05 <0.05 <0.05 <0.05 <0.05 <0.05 


TPH-Diesel  
Range Organics 


0.30 0.20 0.16 0.13 0.23 0.18 0.11 0.23 


pH 7.08 7.36 7.16 7.29 7.43 7.33 7.34 7.17 


 


*Exceeds benchmark value. 
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4.  Construction Site Stormwater Runoff Control 
  
Requirement:   


The permittee shall continue to implement and enforce a program to reduce, to the 
maximum extent practicable, the discharge of pollutants from construction sites.    


 
Performance/Measurable Goals:   


A. Delegated Agency 
The Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control has delegated the 
authority to administer a sediment and stormwater program to DelDOT.  The 
delegation is reviewed every three years.  In 2009, DelDOT received delegation 
extension from DNREC through June 30, 2012.  The components of the Delaware 
Sediment and Stormwater Regulations delegated to DelDOT are: review and 
approval of construction plans, review of construction sites, and inspection and 
maintenance of completed stormwater management facilities.  Satisfactory 
performance of the delegated responsibilities will be considered compliance with 
this component of the SWPP&MP (see Annual Report 2003, Appendix F).   


Enforcement of construction site erosion and sediment controls is accomplished 
through each construction contract.  Section 110, Erosion, Sediment Control and 
Water Pollution, of the Delaware Department of Transportation Standard 
Specifications lays out a progressive step-wise approach to gaining compliance with 
approved plans, regulations, and laws.  This section was significantly rewritten to 
demonstrate positive movement toward improving the Erosion & Sediment Program 
(See Annual Report 2007, Appendix F).  The following items summarize the major 
changes: 


1. Contractor required to provide CCR and must submit name at the time of 
bid and must conduct E&S reviews jointly with a member of DelDOT’s 
construction staff.  


2. Required pre-construction meeting specifically designed to address E&S 
compliance.  


3. Better defined division of responsibilities among site reviewers, contractor 
engineer, project engineer, stormwater engineer 


4. Strengthening of actions to gain compliance 


5. Environmental Compliance Supervisor – new position at DelDOT to 
regularly track and review the construction site reviews submitted on a 
weekly basis from Notice of Intent (NOI) to Notice of Termination (NOT) 
and annually assess CCR’s performance (Appendix D).  The purpose of 
the Contractor Performance Evaluation Program is to better assure that 
CCRs considered for contract either possess, or will likely possess at the 
time contract performance is set to begin, all qualifications necessary to 
successfully complete the project on time.  Getting the contractor CCRs to 
submit timely reports to DelDOT has been inconsistent.  We therefore 
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determined that annual reviews may increase reporting compliance.  The 
implementation of a mandatory, standardized system of evaluating CCR’s 
performance is expected to yield consistency, objectivity, fairness, and 
accountability. 


The CCR reporting form was changed as a result of our delegation review with 
DNREC.  Added were slots for the plan expiration date, rain event box, and a page 
dedicated to Pollution Prevention.  All uncorrected deficiencies must show a reason 
for remaining incomplete. 


Additional/improved training on Clean Water Act, pollution prevention using 
common sense tactics, reporting, communication, posting NOI & Permits, etc. is 
being provided.  DelDOT staff involved with erosion and sediment issues (E & S 
inspections, designing stormwater systems or review of stormwater plans) are 
required to complete DNREC’s 3-day Certified Construction Reviewer (CCR) 
course. 


DelDOT is also in the process of publishing a new, upgraded and updated version of 
its Erosion and Sediment Control Field Guide, which is made available to all 
DelDOT and contractor staff who install, inspect, and/or maintain construction 
BMPs.  This field guide will be completed in 2010.   


The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has instituted new turbidity effluent 
guidelines, and these are to be incorporated into the Delaware NPDES General 
Permit beginning in 2011.  Construction sites that have greater than 10 acres of 
disturbed area will be required to maintain turbidity levels at, or below, 280 NTU for 
all storms events up to the 2-yr frequency.  Owners/operators will be required to 
monitor the discharge from their sites to ensure compliance.   


B. Inspection and Operation of BMPs 
DelDOT has an annual obligation to inspect its constructed best management 
practice (BMP) devices, structures and stormwater management facilities.  The 
purpose of this statewide program is to:  (1) inventory, inspect, measure water 
quality performance, identify noxious and/or invasive species and maintain 
functionality of DelDOT’s stormwater BMPs such as stormwater ponds, sand filters, 
bioswales, bioinfiltration trenches, etc., (2) maintain a comprehensive database, (3) 
coordinate with the Districts on the submittal of work orders as needed, and (4) 
provide technical assistance and guidance to the Department regarding appropriate 
maintenance strategies for stormwater BMPs.   


A field inspection manual and forms were developed to effectively perform field 
inspections to evaluate BMP performance and identify maintenance requirements.  
The procedures outlined in this manual assist DelDOT with decisions on inspection, 
maintenance, repair, and retrofit of BMP facilities.  Overall performance and 
functionality are graded A-D.  Table 4-1 describes the BMP rating system used by 
DelDOT in 2009. 


Annual BMP inspections are conducted throughout the state by KCI Technologies, 
under Agreement 1354.  KCI inspected 326 BMPs in 2009.  Table 4-2 shows the 
2009 rating summary by each maintenance district.   
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C. BMP Maintenance  
BMPs are evaluated and placed on contract for maintenance as money permits.  
Maintenance functions are performed by the Districts or through contractors 
specializing in noxious and invasive species control, or maintenance of specific 
BMP types.  We executed a three year agreement with JCM Environmental to 
control noxious and invasive species.   


Additionally, DelDOT executed a contract to conduct more major repairs on 
stormwater management facilities to include sediment excavation, slope 
stabilization, forebay and check dam construction, etc.  We selected C and D rated 
BMPs with the goal of improving their rating to A.  15 BMPs in the state were 
maintained.  Total expenditure was $366,246.  We have budgeted an additional 
$400,000 for stormwater pond maintenance beginning in the spring of 2010. 
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Table 4-1.  DelDOT’s stormwater BMP rating system. 


 


Rating Description 


A No Performance Issues 
BMP with no issues affecting performance. 


B Minor Maintenance 
BMP with minor maintenance required; repaired by DelDOT 
Maintenance District or third-party invasives spray contractor. 


C Major Maintenance 
BMP with major maintenance required; repaired by third-party 
contractor, with oversight by DelDOT NPDES Engineer. 


D Retrofit 
BMP with retrofit requirements; BMP is failing; needs to be 
redesigned or rebuilt with input from DelDOT Stormwater Quality 
Program. 
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Table 4-2.  2009 BMP Inspection Ratings Summary. 


 


 


BMP TYPE TOTAL NO. A B C D 


NORTH DISTRICT 134 27 25 81 1 


CANAL DISTRICT 102 40 35 26 1 


CENTRAL DISTRICT 38 15 10 12 1 


SOUTH DISTRICT 52 41 9 2 0 


TOTAL NO. 326 123 79 121 3 


 





		Section 4. Construction Site Stormwater Runoff Control

		Delegated Agency

		Inspection & Operation of BMPs

		BMP Maintenance
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3.  Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination 
 
Requirements:   


• A storm sewer system map, showing the location of all outfalls and the names and 
locations of all waters of the United States that receive discharge from those 
outfalls. 


• Through an ordinance, or other regulatory mechanism, a prohibition (to the extent 
allowable under State, Tribal or local law) on non-storm water discharges into the 
MS4, and appropriate enforcement procedures and actions. 


• A plan to detect and address non-storm water discharges, including illegal 
dumping into the MS4. 


• The education of public employees, businesses and the general public about the 
hazards associated with illegal discharges and improper disposal of waste. 


• Determine the appropriate best management practices (BMPs) and measurable 
goals for this minimum control measure. 


 
Performance/Measurable Goals:   


During 2009, KCI Technologies, Inc., and their subconsultant Century Engineering, Inc. 
(CEI), continued to perform MS4 inventory and inspection tasks for DelDOT to ensure 
our compliance with the NPDES Phase II requirements for illicit discharge detection and 
elimination.  This work was conducted under Agreement No. 1354.  The work includes 
expanding the MS4 inventory and inspection program to parts of the state beyond the 
permitted areas, as well as performing inspections of new structures, reinspections and 
screening of the MS4 in the Phase II area.  KCI and Century also perform annual BMP 
inspections for DelDOT and conduct dry-weather screening of outfalls.  The dry-weather 
outfall monitoring is conducted under Agreement 1495 with KCI Technologies. 


Specific progress during calendar year 2009 includes the following: 


A. Inventory and Mapping 
DelDOT previously completed inventory and inspection of all parts of the DelDOT 
owned stormwater conveyance system in the Phase II urbanized area in 2007.  This 
work included: all outfalls, drainage inlets, manholes, associated piping, stream 
channels, ditches, pipes and storm drains, and identifying which drainage inlets 
function as catch basins.  Stormwater ponds and other BMPs also have been 
inventoried and receive annual inspections.  These data are incorporated into the 
existing comprehensive GIS database that enables users to view the entire 
stormwater system, corresponding inspection data and photographs. 


During the inspection process, each structure was opened and evaluated for material 
construction and condition.  Physical measurements were also made.  Digital 
photographs of the structure and each associate pipe were taken and connectivity 
between structures verified.  At the completion of the inspection process a marker 
was placed on each structure to encourage residents to not dispose of waste down the 
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inlet.  If a structure had a material deficiency, a Maintenance Work Order (MWO) 
was generated and forwarded to DelDOT.    


Following completion of the inventory and inspection in the Phase II area, KCI 
Technologies and Century Engineering were hired under Agreement 1354 to 
complete the inventory and inspection of the DelDOT-owned storm system in all 
other areas of the state, including the rest of Kent and Sussex Counties and new 
subdivisions statewide.   


CEI performed most of the initial inventory and inspection work in Kent and Sussex 
Counties in 2009. KCI added one crew to the work in Kent County starting in July 
2009. The KCI/CEI team inventoried and inspected 43 subdivisions and 124 miles of 
non-subdivision roadways, for a total of 11,166 structures in Kent and Sussex 
Counties (Table 3-1).   A complete summary of work performed by KCI and CEI 
through the end of calendar year 2009 is included in this report as Appendix B. 


The mapping requirements of the Phase II Permit are met through an existing GIS 
viewer developed for the storm system inventory in New Castle County.  The viewer 
is available to all DelDOT employees with access to the intranet.  This satisfies the 
requirements of 40 CFR Part 122.21(f)(7) or Part 12.34.(b)(3)(i).  This statewide 
map shows the location of all outfalls, the names and location of all waters of the 
United States that receive discharges from those outfalls, condition assessment data, 
and photographs.   In 2008, KCI’s Technology Services developed a Web-based 
Map Viewer to replace and upgrade DelDOT’s existing Map Viewer.  In 2009, KCI 
made further refinements and upgrades to the Map Viewer to allow for more 
simplified querying.  It is expected that the Map Viewer application will be 
completed and submitted to DelDOT in 2010. 


B. Outfall Screening in Urbanized Areas of Kent County 
Dry weather outfall screening in the Phase II permitted area of the state began in 
2004 and was completed in 2007 (see the 2007 Annual Report).  Thus we have 
fulfilled the permit requirements.  No additional dry weather screening was 
performed in the Phase II permitted area in 2009. 


C. Prevention of Illegal Dumping 
Since it is often difficult or impossible to catch someone in the act of improperly 
disposing of yard waste, oil, paint, etc. into the storm drain, DelDOT has for several 
years conducted a door hanger campaign to residents in subdivisions where an illicit 
discharge or illegal dumping activity was discovered or reported.  This campaign is 
part of our outreach program to residents.  It solicits public participation to 
anonymously report illegal dumping and serves as a “neighborhood watch.”  


The front side of the door hanger lists the date and type of pollutant found and what 
water body affected.  On the back, the door hanger describes stormwater pollution 
and guidelines to reduce pollution at the home or workplace (see Annual Report 
2006, Figure 2-1).   


In 2009, two incidents of illegal dumping into storm drains were reported to 
DelDOT in New Castle County, but none in the Phase II permitted area.  The 
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program is continuing, and we feel, based on experience in all three counties, that 
this door hanger campaign has been very effective in both raising citizen awareness 
and discouraging further dumping incidents.  Additional details are provided in 
KCI’s 2009 Outfall Inspection and Monitoring Report (Appendix C). 
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Table 3-1.   Summary of MS4 inventory and inspection activities conducted in Kent and 
Sussex Counties during calendar year 2009. 
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Appendix D.  DelDOT’s CCR performance evaluation form, created in 2009.   
  







 


Delaware Department of Transportation 
Certified Construction Site Reviewer  


Performance Evaluation 
 


CCR:  CCR No.:  


Company:  Phone No.:  


Address:  FAX No.:  


  Email:  


 


PE:  PE No.:  


Company:  Phone No.:  


Address:  FAX No.:  


  Email:  


 


 


Contract No.:  Contract Name:  


DELDOT Project Staff 


Project Supv.:  Area Eng.:  


 


 
Submitting Reports 
as per Standard 
Spec 110.08 & 
110.21 & DSSR.  


1 2 3 4 


 Initial Inspection  110.08.A.1.b 


% Compliance*  
 Pond Construction 


Checklist (Pond Code 378) 
110.A.2.a & 110.08.B.4 


 


Completeness of Reports.  1 2 3 4 


 


Accurate reporting of site 
conditions & deficiencies. 


1 2 3 4 


 
Rain Event Reporting as 
per Standard Spec 
110.A.1.c & DSSR. 


% 
Compliance


 1 2 3 4 







 


 
 
Responds to DelDOT issued CCR reports. 1 2 3 4 


Conducts Site Review with the Contractor & DelDOT Rep. 
(110.08.A.1.c). 


1 2 3 4 


 


Present at the Pre-Construction Meeting (110.08.A.1.a).  YES  NO 


 


Recommended to perform CCR Site Reviews for Future DelDOT Projects.  YES  NO 


 


 Attached documentation  Refer to DNREC for corrective action 


Evaluator:  Date:  


 Mary Hamilton – DelDOT Environmental Compliance 
Supervisor 


  


Supervising 
PE: 


 Date:  


 Vincent W. Davis, P. E. – DelDOT Stormwater 
Engineer 


 
 


CCR:  Date:  


 
Evaluations shall be conducted annually per DelDOT Standard Specification 110.08.D.3, in December and at the time of 
the final inspection.  The CCR shall have the opportunity to comment on the evaluation and will be provided a copy for 
their files. 
 
Performance Rating System  
1-Fails to meet expectations: Consistently fails to report per Standard Specification and DSSR.  50% or less reporting. 
2-Partially meets expectations: Reports are late and/or missing 50% -74% of the time, needs improvement to continue. 
3-Meets expectations: Reporting was on time 75% to 84%, accurate, and as prescribed by DelDOT Spec & DSSR. 
4-Exceeds Expectations: Reporting was 85-100%.  All reports received, all rain events reported, reports are accurate. 
*Compliance % based on actual reporting statistics.  Regularly scheduled inspections occur weekly with reports submitted 
within 3 days of the actual inspection.  Rain event inspections are due within 24 hours of the event with reports due within 
48 hours of the actual inspection. 


 
 


COMMENTS: 
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5.  Post-Construction Stormwater Management in Newly Developed Areas and in  
     Redeveloped Areas 
 
Requirement:   


The permittee shall continue to implement and enforce a program to address 
stormwater runoff from new development and redevelopment projects that disturb 
areas greater than or equal to one acre, including projects that disturb less than one 
acre that are part of a larger common plan of development, and that discharge to the 
storm sewer system.  


 
Performance/Measurable Goals:   


The Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control has delegated the 
authority to administer a sediment and stormwater program to DelDOT.  Satisfactory 
performance of the delegated responsibilities, through triennial reviews, will be 
considered compliance with this component of the SWMP. 





		Section 5. Post-Construction Stormwater Management
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SWPP&MP Assessment 


This section is an annual review of the current SWPP&MP.  Revised in June 2007, we conclude 
that no modification to the SWPP&MP is required at this time.  Discussion in this section 
includes substantive program improvements and successful programs.   


 


Public Education 


Partnerships  


The NPDES Section contracts with several non-profit organizations to assist with 
development of education and outreach programs.  The Partnership for the Delaware 
Estuary, the Appoquinimink River Association (ARA) and the Delaware Nature Society 
have specialties in watershed and water quality education.  Partnering with these 
organizations has proven to be an effective means of expanding our limited staff resources 
in a cost effective manner.   


With many watersheds facing TMDLs for nutrients and bacteria, we decided to pilot an 
outreach effort in a two-phased approach to commercial lawn care companies and property 
owners as well as a pet waste campaign to reduce bacteria.  We therefore executed an 
agreement with the ARA to (1) develop an educational/outreach campaign to reduce 
fertilizer application by changing watershed residents’ lawn care practices, and (2) a pet 
waste campaign to reduce bacteria from pet waste.     


As a cost saving measure, we are in discussion with our co-permittee, New Castle County, 
to partner on the public education/outreach program once the new NPDES permit becomes 
effective.  We have approached the Delaware Water Resources Center to investigate cost 
effective social marketing options that are feasible in Delaware to meet the minimum 
general public “impressions” required by the new permit.      


Public Events  


Part of our public outreach effort is participating in public events.  Because we have limited 
budget and staff, we focus on large, multi-day events where there is substantial foot traffic.  
The biggest event each year is the Delaware State Fair where we participate for 10 days.  
We developed an interactive touch screen water quality game that tracks the number of 
times the game is played.  Each participant receives a high-quality prize that displays our 
stormwater website.  We assessed the pre- and post event number of site visits and found no 
difference concluding that the free giveaways had no impact on increasing public interest in 
visiting our website.  Although we feel there is a benefit of the face-to-face interaction, we 
have reduced the quality and quantity of prizes as a cost saving measure. 


Teacher’s Packet  


A popular free service we provide to educators is “Teacher’s Packets” containing 
stormwater and watershed education information.  The packets contain 
stormwater/watershed videos, kid’s activity booklet, brochures, book mark, our “Delaware 
Nonpoint Source Educational Materials Survey” and “Delaware Nonpoint Source Public 
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Events and Programs Survey” booklets and CD.  The free packets were mailed to 53 
teachers who registered at our public events.   


 


Public Participation/Involvement 


Door Hanger  


Our door hanger campaign has brought awareness to the public and allows them to be 
proactive in reporting illicit discharges in their neighborhood.  When illegal substances are 
found in storm inlets or are reported by the public, we distribute door hangers to the 
surrounding neighborhood.  We have found this to be a very effective program for 
generating public awareness and public involvement.  This typically generates phone calls 
to our office where we explain the program and direct them to our web site.  In 2009, we 
distributed 50 door hangers statewide, but none were required in Kent and Sussex County 
Phase II areas.        


 
Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination 


Map Viewer 


We have gone through two iterations of the NPDES map viewer.  Issues with non-supported 
software and database incompatibility that causes malfunctions, have provided less than 
stellar functionality.  We are working with our consultant to develop a more functional 
viewer.  When the application is complete, we will conduct staff training on its use to 
increase the number of maintenance staff who take advantage of this valuable tool. 


Pesticide, Herbicide, Fertilizer  


The NPDES Section began discussions in January 2007 with the Roadside Environmental 
Section seeking ways to develop additional PHF reduction strategies.  As a result of these 
discussions, the following programs have been initiated:    


1. Guardrail Projects:  Review of DelDOT’s assets that are treated with herbicide 
showed that guardrails comprise a significant amount of chemicals applied over an 
estimated 250 guardrail miles on an annual basis.  Often retreatment is necessary.  We 
believe this was a way to effect a significant overall reduction, as well as eliminating 
treatment altogether at sections that met certain environmental qualifiers.  Therefore, 
we concluded that our program required a statewide inventory and a pilot study to 
investigate various methods of ground treatment under guardrail.    


a. Guardrail inventory – This is a statewide inventory.  Attributes collected will 
include material under guardrail and surrounding landscape and 
environmental features.  With this information we can determine a course of 
action to apply the treatment methods, in lieu of or to reduce herbicide, as 
described in the guardrail pilot study and identify “no-spray” zones. 


b. Guardrail pilot study – This study will investigate methods to reduce the use 
rates of pesticides and carriers used to treat guardrail vegetation without 
compromising safety and aesthetics.  We will select and apply treatments to 
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compare the effectiveness, ease of implementation, aesthetics, cost and 
longevity.  Treatments will include weed control barriers, low-growing 
vegetation and cutting existing vegetation.  Herbicide will be used on 
treatment plots as a measure against non-chemical treatments. 


2. IRVM manual – DelDOT ‘s NPDES and Roadside Environmental Sections 
determined DelDOT’s Division of Maintenance and Operations needed a manual that 
outlined consistent protocols and policies for maintenance staff and crews to manage 
roadside vegetation optimizing efficiency and provide pesticide reducing strategies.  
To that end, DelDOT hired the University of Delaware to develop an Establishment 
and Maintenance Manual incorporating Integrated Roadside Vegetation Management 
principles.   


3. Herbicide SOP – The Roadside Environmental Section is preparing a herbicide 
standard operating procedure to be used by DelDOT and contractor staff that includes 
the following objectives: 


• To ensure the appropriate and effective application of herbicides as a 
management tool 


• To ensure the safety of all individuals participating in the use of herbicides 


• To use herbicides only when they contribute to the perpetuation of species, 
communities, and ecosystems targeted for preservation or when they provide 
the most efficient and/or environmentally compatible method in the following 
situations:  (1) maintain traffic line of sight, (2) treat noxious species legally 
requiring control and (3) protection and maintenance of assets.  


• Minimize the detrimental effects to the environment 


4. Contract language – New language was added to all contracts that specify using EPA-
approved drift control agents and only using formulations of glyphosate with a full 
aquatic label.    


5. Mowing Standard Operating Procedure – The NPDES Section conducted a study to 
determine the impact that grass length has on stormwater runoff quality.  Overall, the 
study showed a water quality improvement in reducing the amount of sediment 
released and associated metals and that the higher grass releases road salt more 
slowly.  To that end, the Roadside Environmental Section has begun revising the 
mowing policy last written in 1984.  Improvements will include: 


• Maintain utility turf at a height of 6 inches.  Utility turf constitutes the 
majority of mowed areas. 


• Mow one mower width on either edge when median is greater than 40-feet 
wide, leaving a “beauty strip” along the edge.  The unmowed portion will act 
as a filter to improve water quality. 


• Maintain a 10-foot buffer around stormwater ponds; mow biofiltration swales 
to a 6” height minimum. 


6. Training – DelDOT staff held a “Basic Herbicide Application” training workshop for 
25 DelDOT employees.   
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Construction Site Runoff  


E & S Plan Compliance and BMP Performance 


Erosion and sediment control at DelDOT construction sites falls under the purview of the 
Division of Transportation Solutions (DOTS).  However, the NPDES Program, through its 
permit and consent decree, is responsible for ensuring E & S control compliance.  The 
NPDES Program staff assessed the E & S program again in 2009:   


1. Currently, the contractor provides the CCR for major construction jobs.  This has 
proven to be, on occasion, ineffective.  Reports are not completed weekly or after 
storm events and often contractors do not provide a daily crew to maintain and/or 
correct deficiencies for E & S.  We therefore are considering establishing an 
agreement to hire third party CCR consultants to manage the daily construction CCR 
duties in lieu of the contractor.   


2. Changes to the DelDOT Standard Specifications, as well as new E & S control 
requirements and BMP standard details, have made the current version of the 
DelDOT Erosion and Sediment Control Field Guide somewhat obsolete.  Therefore, 
the NPDES Program initiated an Agreement with Whitman, Requardt and Associates 
this past year to completely rewrite the Field Guide and put it into a more user-
friendly format.  Along with increased CCR training for DelDOT staff, we hope that 
the new guide will help improve compliance with E&S plans on our construction 
sites. 


3. The EPA has mandated new effluent limit guidelines for all effluent leaving 
construction sites with 10 acres or more of disturbance.  DNREC will begin enforcing 
the effluent limit guidelines when the state construction general permit is revised in 
summer 2011.   


In order to ensure that our road construction projects are in compliance it is necessary 
to begin educating our design and construction staff in advance, enabling us to 
advertise plans that meet the requirements.  In order to do this, the NPDES group will 
purchase hand-held turbidity meters so that we can get an idea of our baseline effluent 
turbidity.  We will measure the effluent at the outflow of our erosion and sediment 
controls and where the discharges meet the surface waters.   


 Once we have a baseline of the turbidity discharging from our E&S controls, we 
 will research methods to decrease the turbidity to meet the proposed effluent 
 guidelines which may include adding new specifications.  We will compile our 
 findings and present them to our design and construction inspection staff so that they 
 are aware of the new requirements and what they can do to meet them during design 
 and ensure that the design plans are implemented during construction.  


4. In 2009 we installed two YSI EcoNet Data Acquisition Systems immediately 
upstream and downstream of the service plaza site in order to provide continuous in-
stream turbidity monitoring during construction of the new rest area.  This proved 
useful on one occasion when insufficient E&S controls were used during a well 
drilling operation, and we received alerts that turbidity downstream of the 
construction area had risen dramatically.  Inspectors were sent to the site, and the 
situation was corrected by the contractor.   
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Pollution Prevention and Good Housekeeping for Municipal Operations    


Street Sweeping Program  


Under the current NPDES permit DelDOT sweeps on an annual 4:2:1 frequency on primary, 
secondary and tertiary roads.  A new Phase I permit, scheduled to be issued soon, requires 
DelDOT to quantify the expected pollutant load reductions from all controls (e.g. sweeping) 
to meet the TMDL (Total Maximum Daily Load) and Waste Load Allocation goals.  In 
order to obtain the required information we will need to retrofit our sweepers with GPS 
units.  Through the use of GPS units we will:  


1. Determine number of miles swept, 
2. Identify roads by name, maintenance number or type, 
3. Obtain estimates of pollutant load reductions resulting from sweeping to meet the 


TMDL and WLA goals as required by the NPDES permit.   


NPDES Program staff will be able to evaluate and optimize the sweeping program so we get 
maximum pollutant removal for the least amount of cost by determining what roads, if any, 
can be excluded from sweeping (e.g. sweep only:  roads with closed drainage, subdivisions, 
beach resorts, interstates, etc.).   


Stormwater Conveyance Systems  


DelDOT’s inspection consultants report deficient components of the storm sewer system 
and enter them into our work order system, Maximo.  When this project began we erred 
towards reporting any defect regardless of severity.  As a result, the Districts received 
thousands of work orders that were very low priority, had no immediate effect on 
functionality or water quality and given the limited resources, remained as an unapproved 
work order in Maximo for years.   


KCI presented a range of system maintenance deficiencies for the Districts to review and 
rank.  A consensus was achieved and the Districts now receive consistent, credible work 
orders from the consultant.  


When the Districts receive and process storm system maintenance work orders from 
consultants or staff, we currently don’t track their completion.  As we recognize the need to 
document and assess this work, we are currently working towards developing a procedure to 
query our Maximo database to obtain this data.  As the storm system inventory program 
generates work orders through the inspection process, we will look for ways to complete 
more of the work orders that have remained open in the past perhaps through supplementing 
the districts with our NPDES budget.  There is also a need to have completed work orders 
reflected in our NPDES map viewer database.  So far we have been unsuccessful in this 
effort but will continue to work with our OIT staff.   


Vehicle Wash Plan  


The use of the Statewide Vehicle Wash Water Practices for DelDOT maintenance Yards 
manual, developed in July 2005, has resulted in designated locations for vehicle washing 
that are treated via a stormwater treatment train series of BMPs.  We will begin construction 
at the Harrington maintenance facility in summer 2010.  This will complete the wash water 
retrofits in the Phase II permit area.   
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Pollution Prevention Plans 


Major programmatic and operational changes that occurred as a result of the PPP’s for area 
maintenance yards are listed below: 


• Security fence for all maintenance yards: prohibits illegal entry and possible 
illegal dumping; 


• Purchased spill decks for fluid storage and spill kits for vehicles; 


• More knowledgeable staff as a result of training resulting cleaner yards 
complying with state regulations; 


• Quarterly inspections:  Obtaining compliance with wet and dry inspections was 
an issue when the PPP’s were first implemented.  While the NPDES project 
manager sent periodic reminders prior to the end of the quarter, some PPP teams 
were delinquent in submitting reports.  If a team’s reports were not submitted, the 
NPDES Program Manager sent emails to the team and the District 
supervisors/engineers.  This proved to be an effective means of assuring future 
submittals.  We now routinely receive all reports.   


In assessing the PPP’s, we determined that many of the plans need to be updated to include 
new maps of facilities and drainage systems, new BMPs, and new staff responsible for PPP 
implementation.  We will be updating these plans in 2010. 


Salt Plan  


DelDOT’s Statewide Salt Best Management Practices for DelDOT’s Maintenance Yards has 
resulted in the purchase of salt structures to comply with storing salt under roof.  Quarterly 
inspections and increased training through SWPP&MP videos and maintenance bulletin 
posters have also resulted in greater awareness of and compliance with the provisions of the 
salt plan by maintenance staff. 


DelDOT Maintenance and Operations staff have also begun to investigate the feasibility of 
incorporating salt alternatives such as beet juice derivatives into its snow and ice control 
program.   


Stormwater Retrofits  


Now that the maintenance yard retrofits called for in the Vehicle Wash Water Plan are being 
completed, we will be looking for new retrofit opportunities in the Phase II permitted area.  
Our program has been partnering with DNREC’s Watershed Assessment Section to conduct 
a comprehensive assessment of the St. Jones watershed.  Duffield Associates and the Center 
for Watershed Protection are doing the assessment.  A major goal of the watershed 
assessment is to identify sites where stormwater retrofits would greatly benefit water quality 
in the St. Jones.  The consultants have been asked to look particularly at DelDOT-owned or 
DelDOT-impacted sites during their watershed walks and stream condition assessments.  
Thus we anticipate that this work will identify at least a few new retrofit opportunities for us 
to consider in the near future. 





		SWPP & MP Assessment
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2.  Public Participation/Involvement 
 
Requirement:   


DelDOT shall include the public in developing, implementing and reviewing the stormwater 
program.  DelDOT shall make opportunities for members of the public to participate in 
program development and implementation and will comply with all applicable State, Tribal, 
and local public notice requirements.  DelDOT shall determine the appropriate best 
management practices (BMPs) and measurable goals for this minimum control measure.   


 
Performance/Measurable Goals: 


A.  Budget Process 


As part of the DelDOT budget process the community has the opportunity to suggest 
projects for the following year. 


B.  Adopt-a Highway 


Adopt-a-Highway is a cooperative program between DelDOT’s Division of Public Relations 
and volunteers to reduce litter along State roadways and subsequent discharge to waters of 
the State.  This program supplements efforts by DelDOT’s maintenance forces to control 
litter.  This has a water quality benefit because it reduces floatable debris entering streams.  
The volunteer groups are required to collect litter a minimum of twice per year and submit 
activity reports following each cleanup for inclusion in the program.  Each group maintains 
approximately two miles of roadway.  DelDOT maintains an Adopt-a-Highway website 
(www.deldot.gov/information/community_programs_and_services/) and submits press 
releases to solicit volunteers.  There are currently 812 volunteer groups statewide 
maintaining 1,624 lane miles.  In 2009 Adopt-a-Highway crews picked up 6,170 bags of 
trash from Delaware highways.     


C.  Litter Control Programs 


DelDOT held its fifth annual “Imagine a Litter Free Delaware” cleanup day along roads, 
highways and community areas in September 2009.  Public participation was solicited via 
newspaper ads and DelDOT’s website. 


D.  Door Hanger Campaign 


Since it is often difficult or impossible to catch someone in the act of improperly disposing 
of yard waste, oil, paint, etc. into the storm drain, DelDOT began a door hanger campaign to 
residents in subdivisions where an illicit discharge or illegal dumping activity was 
discovered or reported as part of our outreach program to residents. This effort solicits 
public participation to anonymously report illegal dumping and serves as a “neighborhood 
watch.”  


The front side of the door hanger lists the date and type of pollutant found and what water 
body affected.  On the back, the door hanger describes stormwater pollution and guidelines 
to reduce pollution at the home or workplace (See Annual Report 2006, Figure 2-1).  In 
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2009, we distributed 50 door hangers statewide, but none were required in Kent and Sussex 
County Phase II areas.        


E.  Stream Watch 


Delaware Stream Watch is a grassroots volunteer waterway protection program focusing on 
citizen involvement through monitoring, education, and advocacy.  Stream Watch is co-
sponsored by the Delaware Nature Society and DNREC, representing a unique partnership 
of government, environmental interests, and industry. 


The Stream Adoption program allows people and groups of all ages to adopt and monitor a 
local water body of their own choosing.  Typical assessments include visual, 
macroinvertebrate and chemical surveys.  Interested participants can download a form from 
the Delaware Nature Society website.    


 F.  Tributary Action Teams 


The Delaware Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control coordinate 
teams of citizens known as Tributary Action Teams (TAT), who develop strategies for 
reducing water pollution in impaired watersheds.  DelDOT staff participated in TAT 
meetings of the Christina River and Appoquinimink River in New Castle County, St. Jones 
River and Murderkill River in Kent County, and the Nanticoke River, Broadkill River, and 
Inland Bays in Sussex County to assist in the development of Pollution Control Strategies 
(PCS) for those watersheds and to determine the effect of TMDL implementation on 
DelDOT projects.   


According to DNREC, a new TAT will be organizing for the Leipsic River watershed in 
early 2011.  DelDOT staff will participate in the development of the PCS.  


G.  Website 


DelDOT developed a new stormwater website (www.deldot.gov/stormwater).  A “Report a 
Problem” link allows the public to email or call to report illegal discharges or dumping and 
stormwater maintenance problems.    
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Appendix A.  Appoquinimink River Association summary report for 2009. 







Appoquinimink River Association 2009 Report 
 
Community Wildlife Habitats – Together the Delaware Nature 
Society, Department of Natural Resources and Environmental 
Control, Town of Townsend, and Appoquinimink River 
Association continued the process to make Townsend the first 
Community Wildlife Habitat in the state of Delaware.  As a part 
of this project, backyard habitats were created, a schoolyard 
habitat was created with the help of students at Townsend 
Elementary School and educational articles were written for the 
Town’s newsletter.    
 
Middletown Stream Restoration –   To continue work done in 2008, the Department of Natural 


Resources and Environmental Control, Town of 
Middletown and Appoquinimink River Association 
worked to construct a stream restoration project in the 
urban area of Middletown.  Time was spent procuring 
permits, working with homeowners, creating 
educational signs for the project, working with design 
engineers on finalizing design plans and with the 
construction crew overseeing the construction.  The 
900 ft. stream restoration was constructed and 
hundreds of trees were planted to create a buffer along 
the stream. 


 
Riparian Buffer Reforestation – The Appoquinimink 
River Association and Department of Natural Resources 
and Environmental Control continued to work and 
maintain an 11.5 acre riparian reforestation project with 
St. Andrews School.  Working from a 70% survival rate 
of large trees after the first year, changes were made to the 
deer fencing to have the entire area surrounded by deer 
fencing and mowing practices were changed to deal with 
problems affecting survival.  Also, more than 100 large 
replacement trees were planted by volunteers in the fall.     
 
Jean Birch MOT Senior Center Rain Garden Retrofit – The award-winning rain garden 
retrofit has been around 3 years and continues to thrive.  Maintenance was shared this year by the 
Town of Middletown, Appoquinimink River Association and Department of Natural Resources 
and Environmental Control, and included weed control, invasive control and the addition of 
more native plants to the area.  Plans will be made for 2010 to move toward a more maintenance-
free upland area by making it strictly a meadow.   
 
Fertilizer Education Campaign – Improper fertilization of lawns and open spaces is a huge 
problem in the entire state but especially in the Appoquinimink watershed with many new 
developments throughout.  As a first phase of education on the topic, the Appoquinimink River 







Association, Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control, and Department of 
Transportation NPDES Program began working together to understand how commercial 
fertilizer companies must work in the state and to develop a system to recognize those 
applicators that are being environmentally friendly. 
 
Watershed Newsletter – There was a continuation by the Appoquinimink River Association of 
developing and sending residents of the watershed and surrounding areas of southern New Castle 
County newsletters in the spring and fall.  Topics that were covered included the neighboring 
Sassafras watershed, household hazardous waste, local community events, groundwater, 
emerging contaminants, septic systems and nature and wildlife photography. 
 
Technical Monitoring – The Association continued to support water quality monitoring efforts 
run by the Delaware Nature Society in which resident volunteers do monthly water monitoring at 
several sites throughout the Appoquinimink watershed. 
 
School Visits and Outreach – Several visits to schools and other community groups were 
accomplished this year, teaching watershed protection and water quality monitoring.   
 
Pollution Control Strategy – The draft Appoquinimink Pollution Control Strategy was revised 
and presented to many different groups during 2009 including the Appoquinimink River 
Association, DNREC’s Planner’s Technical Advisory Committee and Division of Soil and Water 
Conservation Sediment and Stormwater Program, the municipalities of Middletown, Odessa and 
Townsend, and New Castle County. 
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DELDOT AGREEMENT 1354 
 


STATEWIDE MS4 / BMP INVENTORY & INSPECTION 


 


2009 ANNUAL REPORT 
 


The following is a summary of work performed by KCI Technologies, Inc. (KCI) and Century 


Engineering, Inc. (CEI) from January 1 to December 31, 2009 on the Delaware Department of 


Transportation’s (DelDOT) Agreement 1354.  Notice to Proceed for this 5-year open-end 


contract was granted on December 20, 2006.   


 


A. PROJECT MANAGEMENT 


 


In 2009, KCI conducted seven project status meetings, nine internal field staff meetings, one 


internal database staff meeting, and eight miscellaneous meetings.  KCI submitted to DelDOT a 


2008 Agreement 1354 Annual Report and a 2008 Annual BMP Inventory & Inspection Report, as 


well as several Memorandums related to the Agreement.  


 


1. Project Status Meetings 


 


Seven project status meeting were held with DelDOT, KCI, and CEI to discuss work completed 


and outstanding issues (Table 1).  KCI distributed an agenda at least two days prior to each 


meeting and prepared meeting minutes for each meeting within 48 hours, which included an 


Action Item List highlighting necessary actions, responsible parties, and target completion dates.  


These meetings have been highly effective in coordinating with DelDOT, identifying potential 


issues, and resolving issues in a timely manner.   


 


2. Internal Staff Meetings 


 


KCI conducted nine internal field staff meetings to discuss scheduling and to identify data 


collection issues (Table 1).  The purpose of the internal meetings was to provide an opportunity 


for field crews to share their experiences with other field crews and to develop the most efficient 


and consistent inspection methodology.  An additional internal meeting was held with KCI’s 


Technology Services staff to develop a completion schedule for the NPDES Map Viewer 


according to DelDOT’s latest comments. 


 


3. Miscellaneous Meetings 


 


Eight additional meetings were held to discuss specific issues related to the project (Table 1).  


The purpose of six of the meetings was to meet with DelDOT in regards to annual BMP 


inspections and BMP maintenance requirements.  One meeting was held on February 23, 2009 


with DelDOT North District Maintenance staff to discuss MS4 Maintenance Word Orders 


(MWOs) collected to-date by KCI and to elicit comment from the District on the proper MWO 


ratings prior to KCI’s submission to DelDOT’s MAXIMO MWO system.  On August 27, 2009 


KCI Technology Services staff met with DelDOT Information Technology (IT) staff to discuss 


the future submission of ownership of the database to DelDOT.  
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Table 1 summarizes all project-related coordination meetings in 2009. 


 


 


TABLE 1 


AGREEMENT 1354 


COORDINATION MEETINGS 


 


PROJECT 


STATUS 


INTERNAL 
MISCELLANEOUS 


Field Staff Database Staff 


01-15-09 (#24) 01-28-09 10-28-09 DelDOT/DNREC BMP 01-23-09 


03-05-09 (#25) 02-25-09  DelDOT MS4 MWO  02-23-09 


04-09-09 (#26) 05-13-09  DelDOT BMP #4  02-23-09 


05-04-09 (#27) 06-04-09  DelDOT BMP #5 03-10-09 


09-03-09 (#28) 07-08-09  DelDOT BMP Field 04-29-09 


10-23-09 (#29) 09-03-09  DelDOT Database 08-27-09 


12-09-09 (#30) 10-14-09  DelDOT BMP Field 09-02-09 


 
10-28-09  DelDOT BMP #6 12-16-09 


11-04-09 


 


 


4. Deliverables 


 


Table 2 lists the deliverables transmitted in 2009. 


 


TABLE 2 


AGREEMENT 1354 


DELIVERABLES 


 


DATE DELIVERABLE 


11/19/08 NCCo Prioritized Contractor Repair Work Memo 


01/23/09 Draft 2008 Annual BMP Report 


03/02/09 Revisions to the 2009 BMP Record Memorandum  


03/05/09 Work Order PowerPoint Files for North and Canal Districts  


03/10/09 Work Order PowerPoint Files for Central and South Districts  


03/20/09 Final 2008 Annual BMP Report 


11/23/09 2010 DSF Maintenance Recommendations 
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B. DATABASE MANAGEMENT 


 


In 2007, KCI’s Technology Services division developed a field application using advanced 


hardware, redesigned the existing Database structure to allow for re-inspections, migrated all 


existing data into the new Database design, and began development of a new field application to 


fit the new Database design. 


 


In 2008, KCI’s Technology Services division completed the development of the Field 


Application, Version 2 and developed a Web-based Map Viewer to replace and upgrade 


DelDOT’s existing Map Viewer.   


 


In 2009, DelDOT expressed a desire for KCI to simplify the Map Viewer, especially the 


querying capabilities.  In 2009, KCI was 60% complete with the refinements to the Map Viewer 


to allow for more simplified querying.  It is expected that the Map Viewer will be complete and 


submitted to DelDOT in 2010. 


 


In December 2009, KCI submitted over 500 MWO to DelDOT for input into their MAXIMO 


MWO system using the NPDES database to rate and edit MWOs according to the protocol set 


forth during the meeting with North District Maintenance staff on February 23, 2009.  These 


MWOs were from MS4 inspection work begun in June 2007.  It is anticipated that in 2010, 


MWOs will be submitted to DelDOT every 1-2 months. 


 


 
 


DelDOT NPDES Map Viewer 
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C. BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICE (BMP) INVENTORY AND INSPECTION 


 


In early 2009, KCI submitted a 2008 Annual BMP Inventory & Inspection Report.  In Fall 2009, 


DelDOT and KCI modified the overall BMP Rating System (Table 3) by directly linking the 


overall rating to individual BMP parameter scores, which are based on performance and 


maintenance requirements.  The 2009 Annual Report will summarize the inspections for each 


BMP and provide recommended actions for BMPs in four categories: 


 


• BMPs requiring MAINTENANCE by DelDOT maintenance staff (Maintenance Work Orders), 


• BMPs requiring INVASIVE SPECIES to be eradicated by third party contractor, 


• BMPs requiring CONTRACTED WORK by a third party contractor, and 


• BMPs requiring RETROFIT evaluations by DelDOT’s Stormwater Program staff. 


 


TABLE 3 


AGREEMENT 1354 


OVERALL BMP RATING SYSTEM 
 


Rating    Description 


A 
No Performance Issues 
BMP with No Issues affecting performance. 


B 
Minor Maintenance 


BMP with Minor Maintenance required; repaired by DelDOT Maintenance 


District or third party Invasive Spray Contractor. 


C 
Major Maintenance 


BMP with Major Maintenance required; repaired by third party Contractor. 


D 
Retrofit 


BMP with Retrofit requirements; BMP is failing; needs to be redesigned or re-


built with input from DelDOT Stormwater Quality Program. 


 


 


1. 2009 BMP Inventory and Inspection 


 


In 2009, BMP inspections were documented for 327 DelDOT-owned BMPs. In January 2009, 


DNREC completed a Delegation Review of DelDOT’s BMP inspection process.  DelDOT and 


KCI demonstrated the BMP inspection process for DNREC on several BMPs in the Dover area.  


One issue that DNREC wanted to see in future inspections was the documentation of minor 


issues that are not considered to be affecting performance, but that could be rectified during the 


time of other maintenance operations on that BMP.  KCI performed inspections in late 2009 


using a method of tracking minor issues not affecting performance.  It is anticipated that the 


BMP inspection application will be revised in early 2010 to include minor issues not requiring 


maintenance by themselves. 
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2. Future BMP Inspections 


 


In 2010, KCI will be inspecting only those BMPs rated A and B.  It is anticipated that BMPs 


rated C and D would be in the process of being maintened during the year.  For BMPs rated C 


and D that are maintained in 2010, the rating would be revised to an A and therefore, would be 


inspected in the following year.  In essence, this inspection schedule allows DelDOT to respond 


quickly to BMPs as their performance begins to become compromised.   


 


 


 
 


BMP Maintained in 2009 


 


 


3. 2009 Annual BMP Inventory and Inspection Report 


 


In early 2010, KCI will submit a 2009 Annual BMP Inventory & Inspection Report that details 


the 2009 BMP inspections, including Maintenance Work Orders, Invasive Species Spray List, 


Contracted Work, and Retrofit Recommendations.  The 2009 BMP Report will be submitted 


under separate cover from this report. 
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D. NEW CASTLE COUNTY RE-INSPECTION 


 


KCI began re-inspection of DelDOT’s MS4 in New Castle County subdivisions in February 


2008, based on KCI’s Agreement 1354 Subdivision Re-inspection Schedule (Table 4).  The re-


inspection schedule is based on a 5- and 10-year re-inspection cycle for subdivisions according 


to the acceptance date of the subdivisions.  The subdivisions planned for re-inspection in 2009 


included those subdivisions accepted from 1951-1965.  In July 2009, DelDOT requested that 


KCI dedicate one of the two KCI field crews working on NCCo Re-inspection to Kent County 


Initial Inventory and Inspection work.  KCI expects to complete the 1951-1965 subdivisions in 


early 2010 and then begin Re-inspection work on the 1966-1980 period.  Table 5 summarizes 


the Re-inspection work completed in 2009, which included 168 subdivsions and 6,425 structures 


(Table 5). 


 


TABLE 4 


AGREEMENT 1354 


SUBDIVISION RE-INSPECTION SCHEDULE 
 


Year Subdivisions End Date* Cycle Re-inspect? Date Completed 


1 Database Re-design 12/20/2007 -- -- December 2007 


2 1935-1950 12/20/2008 5 Yes December 2008 


3 1951-1965 12/20/2009 5 Yes March 2010** 


4 1966-1980 12/20/2010 5 Yes  


5 1981-1995 12/20/2011 10 Yes  


5 1996-2005 12/20/2011 10 No -- 
* Based on 12/20/06 Notice to Proceed 


** Anticipated 


 


TABLE 5 


AGREEMENT 1354 


2009 RE-INSPECTION TOTALS 
 


Month (2009) Number of Subdivisions Number of Structures 


January 12 687 


February  19 753 


March 15 507 


April  18 731 


May 16 749 


June 21 691 


July 11 484 


August 3 277 


September 19 452 


October 15 519 


November 12 339 


December 7 236 


2009 TOTAL 168 6,425 
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E. NEW CASTLE COUNTY INITIAL INVENTORY AND INSPECTION 


 


KCI continued initial inventory and inspection work in New Castle County in 2009.  This 


included performing initial inventory and inspection work at subdivisions recently accepted by 


DelDOT, and in older subdivisions not inventoried and inspected during previous NPDES 


Agreements.  KCI performed initial inventory and inspection at 12 subdivisions for a total of 350 


structures (Table 6). 


 


 
 


New Castle County Re-Inspection  


 


 


TABLE 6 


AGREEMENT 1354 


2009 INITIAL INVENTORY / INSPECTION TOTALS 


NEW CASTLE COUNTY 
 


Month (2008) 
Number of 


Subdivisions 


Number of Miles of 


Non-Subdivision 


Roadways 


Number of 


Structures 


June 10 0.0 239 


July 1 0.0 70 


December 1 0.0 41 


2009 TOTAL 12 0.0 350 
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F. KENT / SUSSEX COUNTIES INITIAL INVENTORY AND INSPECTION 


 


CEI continued initial inventory and inspection work in Kent and Sussex Counties in 2009.  KCI 


added one crew to the work in Kent County starting in July 2009.  The KCI/CEI team 


inventoried and inspected 43 subdivisions and 124 miles of non-subdivision roadways, for a total 


of 11,166 structures in Kent and Sussex Counties (Table 7).   
 


 
 


   Kent County Initial Inventory and Inspection 


 


 


TABLE 7 


AGREEMENT 1354 


2009 INITIAL INVENTORY / INSPECTION TOTALS 


KENT / SUSSEX COUNTIES 
 


Month (2008) 
Number of 


Subdivisions 


Number of Miles of 


Non-Subdivision 


Roadways 


Number of 


Structures 


January 1 10.0 682 


February  0 10.1 620 


March 2 5.3 468 


April  2 7.8 687 


May 0 8.8 562 


June 13 7.6 1,150 


July 2 8.2 957 


August 10 16.2 1,613 


September 3 25.1 1,963 


October 1 18.7 1,273 


November 2 1.0 652 


December 7 5.5 539 


2009 TOTAL 43 124.3 11,166 
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Outfall Screening: BG22-2832 


 
PID:  147 Halcyon Dr. 


 
PID:  255 Appleby Road 


                             DELDOT AGREEMENT 1495 
                              WATER QUALITY MONITORING 


 


                       OUTFALL SCREENING 
                          2009 ANNUAL REPORT 


 
As part of the Delaware Department of Transportation’s National Pollutant Discharge 
Elimination System General Permit Program Regulations Governing Stormwater Discharge, KCI 
Technologies, Inc. was contracted to conduct dry weather outfall inspection and monitoring of 
DelDOT-owned storm drain outfalls in New Castle County.  Other activities conducted under 
this task included: Investigation of Potential Illicit Discharges, NPDES Flyer Awareness 
Distribution, and New Castle County Outfall Wet Weather Monitoring. 
 
 
A. OUTFALL SCREENING 
 
In 2009, 755 outfalls were screened in New Castle 
County as part of the inventory, inspection and re-
inspection tasks under Agreement 1354.  All of these 
outfalls were DelDOT-owned.  No dry weather flow 
was observed during these inspections. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
B. POTENTIAL ILLICIT DISCHARGES 
 
In 2009, twelve Potential Illicit Discharges (PIDs) were investigated in New Castle County.  
Table 1 lists those PIDS that had discharge with elevated sampling parameter levels, as well as 
PIDs that were investigated and determined to have no follow-up requirements. 
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TABLE 1 
2009 POTENTIAL ILLICIT DISCHARGE DETERMINATIONS * 


 


Date 
Location / 


Neighborhood 
Investigation Results Determination 


01/16/09 
02/16/09 


255 Appleby Rd. * 


01/16/09: Inconclusive 
02/16/09: Discharge tested high for 
ammonia and detergents. 
24-hour re-test:  Discharge tested 
high for ammonia and detergents. 
Unable to pinpoint source. 


Referred to DelDOT. 


02/24/09 
05/05/09 


3712 Evelyn Dr. * 
Dunlinden Acres 


02/24/09: Discharge tested high for 
ammonia and detergents. 
05/05/09: Visible pet waste in catch 
basin 


Distributed 20 Door 
Hangers 05/05/09. 


05/11/09 
147 Halcyon Dr. * 


Garfield Park 
Catch Basin 16225 


Oil stains in/around catch basin 
appeared old and not from recent 
dumping.  Nearby catch basins 
inspected - no signs of illicit 
discharge. 


Distributed 30 Door 
Hangers 06/04/09. 


05/11/09 
108 Toucan Rd. 
Brookmeade II 
Structure 20963 


Oil/gas odor in catch basin. No 
evidence found. 


No further action 
taken. 


05/11/09 
3118 Heather Dr. 
Greenville Manor 
Structure 60204 


Dumping of organic debris. No 
evidence found. 


No further action 
taken. 


05/11/09 


Across  
11 Patrick Henry Dr. 


Jefferson Farms 
Structure 15076 


Paint poured in catch basin. No 
evidence found. 


No further action 
taken. 


05/11/09 
Rear  


428 Carver Dr. 
Dunleith 


Sump drain and roof drain leading 
from house directly into catch basin 
through grate.  Sample tested within 
acceptable parameter levels. 


Discussed during 
DelDOT Status 
Meeting.  Determined 
this is acceptable as 
long as water clean. 


    


*Additional information regarding PIDs provided in Appendix A.   (Continued Next Page) 
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PID:  Structure 17937  
across from Wal-Mart 


 
PID:  Outfall 320080407131737 


into BMP 241 


Date 
Location / 


Neighborhood 
Investigation Results Determination 


06/22/09 
1712 Forestdale Dr. 


Twin Oaks 
Structure 41152 


1-2 inch cooper pipe discharging 
water into catch basin. Determined 
copper pipe is connected to water 
line/valve approximately 2’ from 
catch basin. Sample tested within 
acceptable parameter levels, and 
appeared to be drinking water. 


No further action 
taken. 


07/02/09 
10 Sorrel Dr. 
Surrey Park 


Structure 40533 


Smell of natural gas.  Faint odor of 
gas detected. Smell quickly 
dissipated and no other signs of 
illicit discharge were found.   


No further action 
taken. 


07/22/09 
Heather Dr. 


Greenville Manor 
Structure 60204 


Small pipe connected in pipe. 
Determined that connection 
originated from a nearby water 
valve. Sample tested within 
acceptable parameter levels. 


No further action 
taken. 


08/20/09 
Across Wal-Mart. * 


Structure 17937 


Stagnant water/decaying organic 
debris.  Sample tested within 
acceptable parameter levels. 


Referred to DelDOT. 


01/18/10 
Outfall * 


320080407131737 
into BMP 241 


Dark green stain on outfall pipe 
dumping into BMP 241 (wet pond).  
Clear dry weather flow.  Dead fish 
directly in front outflow pipe. 
Sample tested within acceptable 
parameter levels. 


KCI will revisit site in 
February and March 
2010. 


 


*Additional information regarding PIDs is provided in Appendix A.   
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Outfall Drainage Areas 


C. NPDES FLYER AWARENESS DISTRIBUTION 
 
The purpose of the NPDES flyer awareness distribution (doorhangers) is 
to inform the public and increase awareness of illegal dumping of 
pollutants into the surrounding storm sewer systems.  Doorhangers were 
distributed to those areas where suspected illegal discharge had occurred, 
as observed by the general public and/or field crews performing storm 
drain inventories.  In 2009, 50 doorhangers were distributed in two 
neighborhoods in New Castle County, as summarized in Table 3. 


 
TABLE 3 


2009 DOORHANGER DISTRIBUTION 


Date 
Neighbor-


hood 
ADC Map 


/ Grid 
Type 
Waste 


Water-
body 


No. 
Hangers 


03-05-
09 


Dunlinden 
Acres 


7/B11 
Pet 


Waste 
Red Clay 


Creek 
20 


06-04-
09 


Garfield 
Park 


13/E4 Oil 
Delaware 


River 
30 


 
 
D. OUTFALL DRAINAGE AREAS 
 


Through December 2009, KCI delineated 
503 outfall drainage areas in New Castle 
County and 25 outfalls in Kent County, for 
a total of 528 outfall drainage areas. 
Additionally, KCI delineated 239 BMP 
drainage areas in New Castle County. 
 
Using GIS base data such as contour lines, 
road edges, building footprints, streams, 
storm drain infrastructure, and ortho-
photography, drainage areas are delineated 
for outfalls and BMPs to encompass the 
entire area of flow and drainage for those 
points. Drainage areas are created as 


polyline features to prevent geometry errors such as overlaps and gapping. A point feature is 
created for every drainage area, and is assigned attributes for the BMP ID or Structure ID and 
Flow To information.  If one drainage area flows into another, the upstream feature has the ID of 
the downstream drainage area populated in its Flow To field, to indicate that the downstream 
area encompasses everything upstream of it. Once all areas have been delineated, a polygonal 
feature class is generated from the polylines, and the attributes associated with the point are 
assigned to it. 
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Dawe’s Drive Outfall 


E. NEW CASTLE COUNTY OUTFALL WET WEATHER MONITORING 
 
In July 2008, DelDOT requested that KCI assist in 
the wet weather monitoring (WWM) performed by 
Duffield Associates for New Castle County.  The 
County is responsible for WWM at five outfalls.  
KCI was contracted to conduct WWM at the 
following three outfalls: 
 
 I-95   Roadway runoff 
 Albe Drive  Industrial runoff 
 Dawe’s Drive  Residential runoff 


 
 
 
Table 4 summarizes the WWM Events for 2009.  False Starts occurred on 03/26/09, 05/26/09, 
06/18/09, 09/08/09, 09/10/09, and 10/07/09.  KCI forwarded the ACL laboratory data associated 
with the WWM Events to Duffield Associates for their use in the preparation of an Annual 
Report for New Castle County.  The WWM at the NCCo Outfalls has been completed. 
 


TABLE 4 
2009 NEW CASTLE COUNTY OUTFALL 


 WET WEATHER MONITORING 
 


WWM I-95 Albe Drive Dawe’s Drive 


Date 
04/20/09 
11/19/09 


10/15/09 
09/16/09 
10/15/09 


 
 
F. NEXT STEPS 
 
KCI’s specific goal for 2010 is to complete the delineation of drainage areas for all major 
outfalls in New Castle County, and the delineation of drainage areas for all DelDOT-owned 
BMPs throughout the state.  In addition, KCI will continue to provide as-needed outfall 
screening activities in 2010.  This includes investigating dry weather flow and potential illicit 
discharges at outfalls and storm drain structures discovered by KCI field crews, DelDOT 
maintenance staff or the public. 
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